
INSCRIPTIONS FROM THE NORTH SLOPE 
OF THE ACROPOLIS, I 

(PLATES 28-36) 

T HIS report completes the preliminary publication of the inscriptions on stone 
found in the American School excavations on the North Slope of the Acropolis. 

The first part of the report is published here; the latter part will appear shortly in a 
subsequent number of Hesperic. Of the inscriptions from the eight seasons of work 
on this site one hundred and thirty-six have already been published. Most of the 
inscriptions in this report are from the 1938 and 1939 seasons; like many of the 
other finds from this important excavation, they show great variety in both subject 
matter and chronology.' 

Few, if any, of the following stonies were found in significant contexts; most of 
them seem originally to have been set up on the Acropolis and to have found their 
way later into the areas excavated by Professor Oscar Broneer and his assistants. Con- 
sequently, most of them are small and fragmentary, preserving only a few lines, or in 
some cases only a few letters, of text. The advisability of publishing such frustula 
has often been questioned, but in the present case publication can be justified on at 
least two counts. First, the American School excavations in this part of Athens 
were terminated in 1939 and it seems unlikely that they will be resumed in the 
immediate future. There is no reason, therefore, to hold these fragments in reserve 
in the hope that they will join other, more substantial pieces to be discovered at some 
later date. Secondly, even tiny fragments may, when properly understood, provide 
important new evidence about published inscriptions which have been intensively 
studied. No. 53 in this report is a good case in point since the discovery of three 

1 North Slope inscriptions are published by 0. Broneer, Iesperia, I, 1932, pp. 43-46; II, 
1933, pp. 372-414; IV, 1935, pp. 148-188; VII, 1938, pp. 262-263; E. Schweigert, VII, 1938, pp. 
264-310; X, 1941, pp. 338-339; A. E. Raubitschek, Dedications from the Ath'wenian Akropolis, 
Cambridge, Mass., 1949, nos. 95, 185, and 386; A. M. Woodward, 'ApX. 'E+., 1953-1954, Part II, 
pp. 107-112; W. E. Thompson, Hesperia, XXXIV, 1965, pp. 25-28. 

The novice in Attic epigraphy works alone at his peril; I have had the benenft of assistance 
from many, although I bear full responsibility for all blunders that remain. To Professor Oscar 
Broneer special thanks are due for assigning this material to me and for much encouragement along 
the way. In the Epigraphical Museum every possible courtesy was extended to me by the successive 
Directors under whom I worked, Dr. Markellos Mitsos and Dr. Dina Peppas-Delmouzou, and also 
by their competent and friendly staff. I am indebted to Professor Broneer and Profissor W. K. 
Pritchett for reading an earlier version of this report and to Joseph Breslin for valuiable assistance 
with readings. To Professors B. D. Meritt, D. J. Geagan, D. W. Bradeen, C. N. Edmonson, 
M. Walbank, and to John S. Traill I amn also grateful for many helpful suggestions. 

Financial assistance for this project was generously contributed by the American Philosophical 
Society and the Humanities Research Institute of the University of California. 
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unpublished pieces in the Epigraphical Museum, which permit a reconstruction of 
the top of one of the most interesting decrees of Roman Athens, grew out of a study 
of two tiny North Slope fragments on one of which only half an eta is preserved. 
It is in the hope that readers may find homes for some of the other Acropolis f rag- 
ments in this report that I have tried to describe them accurately and in detail regard- 
less of their size. 

For the finding places of inscriptions from the 1937 and 1938 seasons see the 
plans and descriptions in Hesperia, VII, 1938, pp. 161-171; VIII, 1939, pp. 317-325. 
The 1939 campaign is briefly described in A.J.A., XLIV, 1940, pp. 252-256. 

1 (Plate 28). Fragment from the top right corner of a stele of fine-crystalled, 
white marble. Part of top and right side preserved; broken on all other sides and 
back. Height of margin at top, 0.017 m. Width of margin at right, 0.012 m. Found 
on April 5, 1939 in mixed fill near the southern edge of the Central Area. 

Height, 0.112 m. Width, 0.165 m. Thickness, 0.09 m. 
Height of letters, 0.011 m. 
E.M. 13385. 

ca. a. 440 a. ( ?) ITOIX. 28 

[E'8oXo-Ev TE ,80XEL Kai, ro] 8E4ot [..] 

[---7TpVTavEvE ] Eypa- 

[IaTEVE ... .EITETacT] E Ktv- 

[ - -- EltITE?] 

Line 1: In the twenty-sixth stoichos there is the bottom of a centered vertical. 
Line 3: Of the first letter only a horizontal stroke has survived along the top edge of the 

stoichos. 

The checker-units are 0.015 m., horizontal, and 0.0195 m., vertical. 
The letter-forms and Attic alphabet indicate a date in the fifth century for this 

small fragment of a decree. I have suggested ca. 440 because of its close physical 
resemblance to the fragmentary I.G., I2, 50, the treaty with Samos, which probably 
belongs in 439/8.2 The similarities, which can be seen in the size and shape of the 
letters, the horizontal spacing, and the width of the right margin, suggest that the 
North Slope fragment may have been carved by the same mason at about the 
same time. 

The fragmentary formula on E.M. 13385 can best be restored with a stoichedon 
line of twenty-eight letters; the accepted restoration of I.G., 12, 50 has thirty-five 
letters in each line.8 

2 See R. Meiggs and D. M. Lewis, A Selection of Greek Historical Inscriptions to the End of 
the Fifth Century B. C., Oxford, 1969, pp. 151-154, no. 56. 

3 Established by H. T. Wade-Gery, C. P., XXVI, 1931, pp. 309-313. 
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Attic names beginning with Kin- are rare but the restoration of the orator in 
line 3 is not certain. For Kineas in the fifth century see Kirchner, P. A., nos. 8431- 
8432; for Kinesias, no. 8438. The latter is the dithyrambic poet lampooned by 
Aristophanes in Aves, 1373-1410, and elsewhere, but his political activity is much 
later than 440.4 

2 (Plate 28). Small fragment from the right side of a stele of fine-crystalled, white 
marble; broken on all other sides and back. Width of margin at right 0.003 m. 
Found on April 19, 1939 in the Central Area. 

Height, 0.102 m. Width, 0.085 m. Thickness, 0.04 m. 
Height of letters, 0.01 m. 
E.M. 13386. 

ca. a. 440-420 a. ITOIX. 

[?--------- ]ova 
?c___------- apIXLTEK- 

[ronv ? -]e TET aK- 

5 [- p -0XV- -- - - - - -- - - - P]E[ 5 [ 
Line 3: Of the first letter there survives only the tip of a horizontal stroke in the top right 

corner of the stoichos. Epigraphically zeta and tau are also possible readings. 
Line 4: The top stroke of what appears to have been a four-barred sigma can be seen in tlhe 

first letter-space. 
Line 5: Below the epsilon in line 4 there remain in the top left corner of the stoichos parts of 

joining vertical and horizontal strokes which limit the possible readings to epsilon, pi, and perhaps 
gamma. 

In this stoichedon text the horizontal checker-units are 0.013 m. and the vertical, 
0.018 m. 

The appearance of an architect and perhaps " the Acropolis " suggests parallels 
with documents such as I.G., 12, 88/89, regulations for construction of the Temple 
of Athena Nike, and I.G., I2, 111, a decree ordering work on an unidentified temple,5 
or perhaps even with the second decree of Kallias, I.G., I2, 92. The spacing of the 
letters on the North Slope fragment is different from that employed on these inscrip- 
tions, but it resembles the arrangement of I.G., I2, 54 and S.E.G., X, 44, both of which 
are also concerned with public works.6 The size of the letters on E.M. 13386, how- 

4See I.G., II2, 18; R. E., XI, 1, coll. 479-481. A. W. Pickard-Cambridge, Dithyramb, Tragedy, 
and Comedy, 2nd ed. revised by T. B. L. Webster, Oxford, 1962, pp. 43-45. 

5 H. B. Mattingly has suggested that this decree marks the start of work on the Temple of 
Athena Nike, Historia, X, 1961, pp. 169-170. 

6 Checker units of S.E.G., X, 44 are 0.014 m., horizontal, and 0.017 m., vertical; of I.G., J2, 54, 
0.0132 m., horizontal, and 0.019 m., vertical. 
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ever, and the narrow margin make unlikely its assignment to either of these docu- 
ments. Although not one of these five parallel decrees can be exactly dated,' most 
epigraphists agree in placing them within the broad limits of ca. 440-420, and it is 
to this period that E.M. 13386 may tentatively be assigned. 

3 (Plate 28). Small fragment of fine-crystalled, white marble; broken on all sides 
and back. Found on April 10, 1937 in late fill in the southern part of the main area. 

Height, 0.113 m. Width, 0.062 m. Thickness, 0.076 m. 
Height of letters, 0.012 m. 
E.M. 12917. 

saec. Va. (?) ITOIX. 

[--? IIixard ?---] 

Line 1: Only the right diagonal of the first letter is preserved just inside the break. Of the 
last letter there survives about one-half of a vertical stroke at the left edge of the stoichos. 

Line 4: The only traces of a letter in this line are part of a horizontal stroke along the top of 
the stoichos and the top of a vertical which joins it at about its original mid-point. Zeta is the 
only other possible reading. 

The checker-units, as far as they can be determined on so small a piece, are 
horizontal, 0.0185 m., vertical, ca. 0.022 m. 

This fragment appears to belong to a public document of the fifth or early 
fourth century. If the very slight difference in height between the letters of lines 
1-2 and 3-4 can be taken to indicate that the former belong to a heading, a possible 
restoration might be: 

a. 384/3 a. 

[KaXX)ita3-I - - - - - - - - 

[. **ypapuIr Eae[vev] 
flit At6Er]pE0[4ovs qtpXovrog] 

[a-vppwxtay] Xa [ XKt8IZE'WV T( (X] - 

[t epacKhr] 4or o EcptLto.] 

The restoration is modelled on that of I.G., I12, 36, lines 1-3. If valid, it would 
presumably mean that there were two stelai on the Acropolis carrying identical 

7For the disputed date of the Kallias and "Springhouse" decrees see Mattingly, op. cit., 
p. 164; Proceedings of the African Classical Association, VII, 1964, pp. 35-55; B. D. Meritt, 
H. T. Wade-Gery, J.H.S., LXXXIII, 1963, pp. 105-111; S.E.G., XXIII, 15; Mattingly, B.C.H., 
XCII, 1968, pp. 450-485; Meiggs and Lewis, Gr. Hist. Inscrip., pp. 158, 160. 
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texts of the alliance with the Thracian Chalcidians, not an impossible situation in 
view of the twin Acropolis stelai of the same archonship recording an alliance between 
Athens and Chios, I.G., II2, 34 and 35. Kalliades is the secretary in I.G., 112, 36, 
line 9. With a fragment as small as E.M. 12917, however, restorations of this sort 
are easier to propose than they are to accept; the piece might also be from the fifth 
century. 

4 (Plate 28). Small fragment of fine-crystalied, white marble; broken on all sides 
and back. Inscribed surface very badly worn. Found on April 12, 1937 in late fill 
in the northern part of the main area. 

Height, 0.127 m. Width, 0.082 m. Thickness, 0.032 m. 
Height of letters, ca. 0.009-0.01 m. 
E.M. 12913. 

saec. V/IV a. ITOIX. 

.]vcrov[ ? ] 

5 [ ?---- ]?>..P[. ?-- 

Line 1: Onlly the bottom tip of a centered vertical is visible in the first preserved letter-space. 
The dim outline of the lower half of kappa can be seen in the next stoichos but the surface here is 
badly worn and the traces may be illusory. 

Line 3: The first preserved letter is triangular but only the apex has been preserved; Attic 
gamma, delta, and Ionic lambda are also possible. 

Line 4: The first preserved letter may also be an Ionic lambda but not alpha or delta. In the 
bottom left corner of the last stoichos there is the end of a diagonal stroke. 

Line 6: The very dim outline of a circular letter follows the mu at the beginning of this line. 

The inscription is cut in a square stoichedon pattern in which the units measure 
0.011 m. The size and spacing of the letters suggest that this small fragment is part 
of a public document of the fifth or fourth century B.C. 

5 (Plate 28). Small fragment of fine-crystalled, white marble, broken on all sides 
and back. Only a very small patch of inscribed surface has survived. Found on April 
17, 1937 in late fill in the northern part of the main area. 

Height, 0.118 m. Width, 0.088 m. Thickness, 0.047 m. 
Height of letters, 0.007 m. 
E.M. 12903. 
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saec. V/IV a. ITOIX. ? 

[?~~-] -cf [ ?I___ _ 

[ ~ ~ ~ ~ - 
]E ] 

Line 1: In the top right corner of the first preserved letter-space there is the tip of a diagonal 
stroke: Y, 1, or X. After the alpha the bottom tip of a centered vertical has survived. Perhaps 

This piece is so fragmentary that its date and character remain obscure. Not 
enough letters have survived to show whether or not the text was inscribed in the 
stoichedon order. The vertical spacing,8 however, the height of the letters, and the 
dimensions of the epsilon are identical to those on E.M. 6713, a small fragment of 
the Erechtheion accounts for 408/7.' As there is no physical point of contact with 
this or any other fragment of the Erechtheion accounts, the association must remain 
uncertain. The North Slope Excavations have produced three other fragments from 
the Erechtheion accounts of this same year." 

6 (Plate 29). Small fragment of fine-crystalled, white marble; broken on all sides 
and back. Found on June 7, 1937, at a depth of 10 m. in Well Q. 

Height, 0.117 m. Width, 0.10 m. Thickness, 0.051 m. 
Height of letters, 0.013-0.015 m. 
E.M. 12947. 

saec. V a. ITOIX. 

[?__ __-.]q,a[----] 
?]_o- _- -] rtay[--- -1 

Line 2: The tip of a diagonal stroke survives in the bottom right corner of the first stoichos. 
No strokes join it; alpha and gamma are the likeliest candidates but it could also be part of the right 
diagonal of a small mu which rides high in the line. 

Line 3: Only the bottom stroke of a four-bar sigma is preserved in the first letter-space. 
Line 4: Below the tau of line 3 there is the top 0.01 m. of a vertical stroke which is not 

aligned with the vertical of the tau. Iota is also a possible reading. 

The large and carefully cut letters are arranged in a square stoichedon pattern 
with units of 0.025 m. 

8 Four lines, measured on centers, equal 0.034 m. 
9 I.G., 12, 374, frag. u; J. M. Paton et al., The Erechtheuns, Cambridge, Mass., 1927, p. 377, 

no. XXI; S.E.G., X, 290. 
10 See 0. Broneer, Hesperia, II, 1933, p. 390, no. 10; IV, 1935, pp. 161-163, nos. 19 and 21. 
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The size, shape, and spacing of the letters on this fragment resemble those on a 
number of fifth-century casualty lists recently grouped together by D. W. Bradeen.1" 
We might restore the names ['Aubc]4ava[xq] in line 2 and ['Apt]jo-ray[6paf] in line 
3 to produce the normal alignment of the beginning of a column of names at the left. 
The large letters, however, might also indicate the heading of a different type of 
inscription or perhaps they are merely from the body of a text in which the words 
,uvaorava[--] and [--]g7a7y[-] occur."2 

7 (Plate 29). Fragment of fine-crystalled, white marble inscribed on two contiguous 
faces; broken on all other sides and back. Found on May 4, 1939 in the dump of the 
Central Area. 

Height, 0.078 m. Width, 0.13 m. Thickness, 0.07 m. 
Height of letters, ca. 0.03 m. 
E.M. 13388. 

saec. VI/V a. NON-ITOIX. 

Face A. 

[-- ] (?CF [ ]- - 

Face B. 

Face A. 

Line 1: At the left edge of the stone there appears to be the end of a stroke which slants 
slightly downward fromn left to right. If it is actually a stroke, it can belong only to epsilon. This 
is followed by a small segment of a circular letter; theta and phi are also epigraphically possible. 
Of the last letter the bottom part of a vertical stroke survives; iota is only one of several possible 
readings. 

Line 2: The punctuation muay have consisted of three dots; the bottom of the line is missing at 
this point. At the right edge there is a diagonal stroke slanting up from left to right; gamma, 
delta, mu, and nu are also possible. 

Face B. 

Line 1: Of the third letter there remains only the top left corner; epsilon and pi are the 
only epigraphic possibilities; probably [av] CGE [KEv]. 

In line 1 of Face A 6]fo's is possible; in line 2 perhaps - -]s : Ev a[- - -, instead 
of a name. 

The fragment probably comes from an archaic Acropolis dedication in the form 
either of a pillar monument inscribed vertically on the front and on one of the lateral 

'" Hesperia, XXXIII, 1964, pp. 30-34, no. 7; especially I.G., J2, 958. Cf. also pp. 35-38, no. 9 
and pp. 60-61, no. 19. 

12 Perhaps ra? y[patzaiTm-a] ; cf. I.G., J2, 91, line 11. 
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surfaces, or of a rectangular base bearing inscriptions on both the front and on the 
top surface near the front edge.13 The letters on Face B are not quite as large as 
those on Face A and not as deeply cut. It is possible that the two inscriptions are 
not contemporary. 

8 (Plate 29). Small fragment of large-crystalled, white marble. Original top 
surface partly preserved; broken on all other sides and back. Bevelled edge along 
the top, 0.01 m. in width. Found on April 1, 1937 in the main area. 

Height, 0.091 m. Width, 0.134 m. Thickness, 0.045 m. 
Height of letters, 0.024 m. 
E.M. 12938. 

init. saec. V a. NON-ITOIX. 

[ _]Xpo14 - - 

[- ? ]--To 

Line 1: Of the last letter there survives only the bottom tip of a diagonal stroke in the lower 
left corner of the letter-space. 

Line 2: Part of a horizontal extending along the top of the letter-space remains just above the 
break. There is no trace of a joining stroke at its right edge; i. e. E, I, or T. After the omicron 
there is an uninscribed area extending to the broken right edge of the fragment. 

This fragment apparently belongs to the pillar monument found on the North 
Slope by 0. Broneer in 1933 and published by him in Hesperia, IV, 1935, p. 151, 
no. 3 (Acropolis Museum 6973). The shape and size of the letters are identical on 
both pieces, as is the width of the bevelled corner above the inscribed face. The two 
fragments do not join. 

The 1933 fragment (Fragment a) preserves the beginnings of three lines of text 
which were restored by A. E. Raubitschek in D.A.A., p. 260, no. 228, as follows: 

Eb)XOCaTo [ - - ho Trar"p 8EKaCrEv avaOEvat] 

hot 'ra8E[g 8' E'OEcrav lIaXXa8 'rptroyEve'] 

Xpop,ov [& ~ E - rE Ka" - T- r8' d'yaXpta] 

The new piece (Fragment b) shows that a name, possibly the father's, is to be 
restored at the end of line 1 as Xpop[- -- -], and that line 2, which ends with 
[----]Tro, was shorter than line 1. The general sense of the inscription as restored 
by Raubitschek may remain unchanged; a father's unfulfilled vow was made good by 
the dedication set up by his sons. The name of the father in line 1 and the (eldest ?) 
son in line 3 may well have been the same, or perhaps the father's name was repeated 

13 Cf. A. E. Raubitschek, Dedications from the Athenian Akropolis, Cambridge, Mass., 1949, 
pp. 254-258, nos. 224-225. 
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in line 3. Broneer suggested Xpo,uov for the latter and cited I.G., 12, 2704 as a 
parallel. Add now S.E.G., X, 51, line 2; 425, line 8. Raubitschek preferred Xpouo- 
vL&g, a by-form of XpE/uom'8E, but if line 1 is a dactylic hexameter, Xpo,uov makes a 
smoother ending. 

Raubitschek dated the letter-forms of Fragment a to the beginning of the fifth 
century and assigned six other Acropolis dedications to the same mason. 

9 (Plate 29). Fragment of large-crystalled, white marble; part of original right 
side, back, and top preserved. Found on May 27, 1937 in late fill in the northern 
part of the main area. 

Height, 0.055 m. Width, 0.142 m. Thickness, 0.135 m. 
Height of letters, ca. 0.015 m. 
E.M. 12944. 

saec. V a. NON-ITOIX. 

[----]pos 
[-----]og ira- 

Line 1: Only the bottom of a vertical stroke and a joining diagonal slanting up to the right 
are preserved in the first letter-space; lambda is possible, though unlikely, since the diagonal joins 
the upright a short distance above the bottom. The width of the uninscribed space between the 
sigma and right edge of the block is 0.05 m. 

Line 2: After the alpha, vacat 0.043 m. 

Between the two lines of text there is a thin, incised guide-line. 
This fragment apparently comes from the right side of a pillar capital similar 

to Raubitschek, D.AX.A., nos. 207-209. On the top surface there is a border, ca. 0.02- 
0.025 m. wide, around the three preserved sides of a rectangular socket for a statue 
or some other form of dedication. The floor of the socket is deeply picked with a point 
and provides a very uneven resting surface. It is ca. 0.09 m. from front to back. The 
bottom of the fragment is broken except for a small socket with the same deep 
picking which lies 0.085 m. from the right face of the block. It is 0.055 m. wide 
and seems to have been designed to receive the tenon of the pillar. The text is too 
fragmentary to permit a certain identification but the form of the monument indicates 
that it was probably an Acropolis dedication. 

10 (Plate 29). Small fragment of fine-crystalled, white marble; broken on all sides 
and back. Found on June 11, 1937 in late fill in central part of main area. 

Height, 0.05 m. Width, 0.123 m. Thickness, 0.059 m. 
Height of letters, ca. 0.02 m. 
E.M. 12935. 
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saec. V a. ITOIX. 

[?] --osT --- --] 

Line 1: Only the very tip of a centered vertical has survived at the bottom of the first 
stoichos. It is followed by 0.012 m. of a vertical which lies along the left edge of the letter-space. Of 
the next letter the bottom tip of an unattached diagonal is preserved in the lower left corner of the 
stoichos. 

Line 2: The last letter is either zeta or tau; half of a horizontal stroke is preserved along the 
top of the stoichos joined by the top of a vertical. 

The sigma in line 2 has three bars; there are no other indications of the date or 
the character of this fragment. 

11 (Plate 29). Small fragment of fine-crystalled, white marble. Part of smoothly 
polished top surface preserved; broken on all other sides and back. Found on June 12, 
1937 in late fill in central part of main area. 

Height, 0.043 m. Width, 0.093 m. Thickness, 0.089 m. 
Height of letters, 0.017 m. 
E.M. 12945. 

saec. V a. 

There is a thin, incised guide-line running horizontally along the tops of the 
letters. The most obvious restoration is E7rot] EorE[v] but it is far from certain. The 
form of epsilon with projecting vertical and slanting bars is no guarantee that our 
fragment is archaic. It occurs as late as 464 B.C. on Fragment D of the casualty 
list for Drabeskos; see D. W. Bradeen, Hesperia, XXXVI, 1967, p. 72, b. 

12 (Plate 29). Small fragment of fine-crystalled, white marble. Part of smoothly 
dressed left side preserved; broken on all other sides and back. S. Lauffer, Ath. Mitt.., 
LXII, 1937, pp. 101-102; A. E. Raubitschek, J.H.S., LX, 1940, pp. 50, note 3, and 
58; D.A.A., p. 102, no. 95. 

Height, 0.116 m. Width, 0.04 m. Thickness, 0.045 m. 
Diameter of theta and phi, 0.022 m. 
E.M. 12946. 

Although S. Lauffer recognized that this fragment (Fragment a) comes from 
the left edge of E.M. 6455 (Fragment b) and A. E. Raubitschek brought the two 
pieces together in D.A.A., p. 102, no. 95, no detailed description of the North Slope 
piece has yet been given. Both fragments preserve part of the left side of the monu- 
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ment but they do not join. The original top surface of Fragment b is preserved. The 
text is as follows: 

saec. VI/V a. ITOIX. 

Fr. a Fr. b 

a14. *] e -- 

In the initial stoichos of line 3 there is a painted phi which has not previously 
been recorded. It seems clear from its size and position that this letter was meant to 
be be part of the original inscription, but that it was never actually inscribed. Its 
presence suggests that the mason may have drawn the other letters of his text with 
red paint before taking up his chisel."4 

The interest of these two fragments lies in the checker pattern which was neatly 
incised for three lines of stoichedon text (Fig. 1). Although incised horizontal guide- 
lines were used on a number of Acropolis dedications 15 and on a handful of Hellenistic 
texts,16 Attic masons seem generally to have preferred some easily removable sub- 
stance like chalk for their guide-lines. Incised checker patterns are rarer still in 
Athens but there is a good parallel to our example in I.G., 12, 717.17 

The guide-lines were executed very neatly 18 and incised so lightly that it is 
difficult to detect them, even at eye-level, from a distance of more than a meter. When 
the base is placed on the ground, where it was originally set, the guide-lines are 
almost invisible to one standing in front of it, although the large letters are perfectly 
legible. The checker pattern is the simple variety illustrated in R. P. Austin, The 
Stoichedon Style in Greek Inscriptions, Oxford, 1938, p. 26. 

14 Cf. G. Klaffenbach, Griechische Epigraphik, 2nd ed. G6ttingen, 1966, p. 48. The best 
example of this practice from fifth-century Athens is to be found on Stele V of the Attic 
Stelai; see W. K. Pritchett, Hesperia, XXII, 1953, p. 266. 

15 For a list see Raubitschek, D. A. A., pp. 438-439, and add our nos. 9, 11, and 18. 
16 See, for instance, I.G., II2, 945; S.E.G., XVI, 94; XVII, 66; XVIII, 153; Hesperia, Sup- 

plement I, pp. 117-118, no. 61; S. Dow, A.J.A., LXVI, 1962, p. 361. 
17 This stoichedon inscription was overlooked by R. P. Austin (see W. K. Pritchett, A.J.A., 

XLIII, 1939, p. 535) and has played no part in recent discussions of the stoichedon style in Attic 
inscriptions. For the record, the following observations on this interesting fragment may be 
helpful. The marble of this thin plaque, described by Hiller as " candidus " and by Raubitschek, 
D.A.A., p. 416, no. 387, as " Pentelic," is actually fine-crystalled and blue-gray in color. There are 
extensive traces of red paint on the top surface and the back is rough-picked in horizontal strokes 
except for a smooth band, 0.018 m. high, along the top. The height and width of the fragment, incor- 
rectly given in D.A.A., are 0.177 m. and 0.184 m. respectively. Lying 0.116 m. below the final 
letter of the text there is a compass-cut circle (not a foramen, as in I.G., J2, 717). For an incised 
checker pattern see Hesperia, XXIX, 1960, p. 40, no. 50. 

18 They are erroneously described as " horizontal striation," which resulted from the use of a 
big drove, in J.H.S., LX, 1940, p. 58 and D.A.A., p. 102, no. 95. 
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At the left edge there is a margin 0.017 m. wide; presumably there ran along the 
now broken top of the inscribed face another margin 0.022 m. in height. The full 
height of line 1 cannot be determined, line 2 is 0.03 m. high and line 3 measures 
0.029 m. in height. Only one horizontal unit is preserved to its full width; it 
measures 0.034 m. 

It is curious that, after the carefully ruled grid was prepared, some of the letters 
were not neatly placed within their units (Fig. 1). Both preserved letters in line 1 

FIG. 1. No. 12. 

and the theta and nu in line 2 all project slightly to the left into the neighboring 
stoichoi. These are not the only anomalies, for the distance from the left side of 
the stone, which is preserved on both fragments, to the vertical guide-line at the left 
of epsilon in line 2 is 0. 102 m. If from this figure we subtract the width of the left 
margin, 0.017 in., the result is 0.085 in. Into this figure it is imposible to divide evenly 
the dimensions of the only preserved horizontal checker unit on the stone, i.e. 0.034 m. 
If vertical guide-lines were used in the area between our two fragments, they did not 
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define equal checker units of 0.034 m. We could, of course, postulate three stoichoi 
between the left margin and the epsilon in line 2, each measuring ca. 0.028 m., and 
thereby justify the restoration 9 [E'K]Ev, but this is only one possible solution. We are, in 
effect, restoring the checker pattern as well as the text, both on shaky foundations. 
This inscription provides an instructive example of a fragmentary stoichedon text for 
which it is certain that guide-lines were used; nevertheless, the measurements of the 
preserved checker pattern do not permit us rigidly to control restorations in the parts 
that are lost. 

13 (Plate 29). Small fragment of large-crystalled, white marble probably from an 
unfluted column. Only a small part of the circumference is preserved; broken on all 
other sides. Found on April 1, 1937 in the main area. 

Greatest preserved dimension, 0.128 m. 
Height of letters, ca. 0.01 m. 
E.M. 12937. 

saec. V a. 

[---] ho X[---] 

At the right edge, just inside the break, there is the bottom of a vertical stroke 
joined by a diagonal slanting upwards to the right. The traces probably come from 
the bottom of an Attic lambda. 

For unfluted, dedicatory columns from the Acropolis with horizontal inscriptions 
see Raubitschek, D.A.A., nos. 47-57. It is also possible that our fragment comes 
from a circular base like D.A.A., nos. 160-167. 

14 (Plate 29). Fragment of large-crystalled, white marble from the rim of a perir- 
rhanterion, broken on all sides. Found on April 26, 1939 in the Central Area. 

Greatest preserved dimension, 0.167 m. Width of lip, 0.067 m. 
Height of letters, 0.022 m. 
E.M. 13389 

saec. VI/V a. 

--]KaXtKcp[rEs---1 

The vertical of the first letter has not survived. 
The inscription is cut on the flat surface of the lip; as normal, the letters face 

outward. Inside the basin part of a crudely cut, shallow line is preserved following 
roughly the circumference of the interior. The profile of this fragment, which comes 
from one of the numerous archaic marble basins dedicated on the Acropolis, resembles 
no. 348 illustrated on p. 371 of A. E. Raubitschek, D.A.A. The name is too common 
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at Athens to permit an identification. For the spelling cf. I.G., P2, 420. The lettering 
is of the late sixth or early fifth century B.C. 

15 (Plate 29). A small fragment of large-crystalled, white marble from the rim 
of a perirrhanterion. Full width of flat rim and part of outer wall preserved. Found 
on April 16, 1937 in late fill in the southern part of the main area. 

Greatest preserved dimension, 0.07 m. Width of lip, ca. 0.035 m. 
Diameter of omicron, 0.01 m. 
E.M. 12939. 

saec. V a. ( ?) 

[-- -]ol- - - 

To the left of the single, preserved letter there is 0.027 m. of uninscribed space; 
to the right there is 0.025 m. The profile is that of Raubitschek, D.A.A., p. 371, 
no. 362. 

16 (Plate 29). Fragment of fine-crystalled, white marble; original back and top 
surface preserved. Broken on all other sides. Found on April 24, 1939 in late fill 
in East Area. 

Height, 0.048 m. Width, 0.145 m. Thickness, 0.083 m. 
Height of letters, 0.025 m. 
E.M. 13390. 

saec. V a. ( ?) 

[- - -av[--- 

The large letters are spaced 0.045 m. apart and their proximity to the top 
surface suggests that this piece may belong to a monument base. The back is rough- 
picked and probably is the front wall of a socket, not the original back of the block. 
The shape of the nu probably indicates a date before the end of the fifth century B.C. 

17 (Plate 29). Small fragment of fine-crystalled, white marble; broken on all 
sides and back. Found on March 24, 1937 in the main area. 

Height, 0.031 m. Width, 0.082 m. Thickness, 0.08 m. 
Height of letters, ca. 0.015 m. 
E.M. 13037. 

saec. V a. NON-ITOIX. 

[ ? - t-----]-1 

[ ? - -- ]-II 
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Line 1: Of the second letter only the bottom half of a diagonal stroke survives. Enough 
surface is preserved to show that there is no joining stroke at the bottom or at the right; mu 
and nu are also possible readings. Ionic lambda is possible, but unlikely, next to an epsilon with 
projecting vertical and slanting arms, on which see supra p. 000. 

Line 2: After the pi the top of a vertical stroke has survived just above the break. 

Since the letters in line 1 are more deeply cut and more widely spaced than those 
in line 2, they may belong to a heading of a public document, perhaps [--- ]E'y [pap- 

/a.LEVE]. 

18 (Plate 28). A small fragment of fine-crystalled, white marble. Part of right 
side preserved; broken on all other sides and back. Found on April 12, 1937 in the 
main area. 

Height, 0.062 m. Width, 0.118 m. Thickness, 0.035 m. 
Height of letter, ca. 0.015 m. 
E.M. 13026. 

saec. V a. 

A thinly incised, horizontal guide-line lies below the letter and extends beyond 
it to the right side of the fragment, a distance of 0.085 m. The inscription was cut 
in a smooth band above a rough-picked area. There is also a smooth band, ca. 
0.02 m. wide, at the right side; cf. Raubitschek, D.A.A., no. 111. The shape of the 
nu looks archaic. 0. Broneer points out that the letter may also be a mason's mark cut 
in a band of anathyrosis. 

19 (Plate 29). Small chip of fine-crystalled, white marble; broken on all sides and 
back. Found on April 13, 1937 in late fill in the northern part of the main area. 

Height, 0.034 m. Width, 0.053 m. Thickness, 0.07 m. 
Height of letter, 0.015 m. 
E.M. 12941. 

saec. V a. 

[- --14K - --] 

A single archaic kappa with 0.02 m. uninscribed to left and 0.019 m. to right. 

20 (Plate 29). Small fragment of fine-crystalled, white marble broken on all sides 
and back. Found on June 2, 1938 in modern fill in the main area. 

Height, 0.025 m. Width, 0.099 m. Thickness, 0.06 m. 
Height of letter, ca. 0.02 m. 
E.M. 13032. 
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saec. V a. 

This piece has the same rough-picking of the inscribed surface and the same 
deeply cut strokes as E.M. 12740, which was also found on the North Slope; see 
0. Broneer, Hesperica, II, 1934, p. 407, no. 26 Raubitschek, D.A.A., no. 264. 
Although there is no physical join, it is probable that both fragments come from the 
same dedicatory monument of the fifth century B.C. Both fragments are shown in 
Plate 29. 

21 (Plate 32). Fragment of fine-crystalled, bluish-white marble with top and 
rough-picked back preserved; broken on all other sides. Bevelled edge along the top. 
Found on May 10, 1939 in the Central Area. 

Height, 0.093 m. Width, 0.088 m. Thickness, 0.047 m. 
Height of letters, 0.017 m. 
E.M. 13387. 

saec. VI a. NON-ITOIX. 

[----]9 apTe[9-----] 
[-----]uat aO[-?--- -- 

Line 3: Although iota is the most likely reading for the first letter, not enough of the surface 
to the left of the stroke is preserved to exclude nu. 

This small fragment with its neatly cut letters is probably from the base of a 
grave monument which supported a statue. The back surface is rough-picked, but 
it is not parallel to the inscribed face and at the bottom it flares slightly, indicating 
that it was probably part of a socket, not the original back of the monument. 

The text is so fragmentary that restorations can only be exempli gratia. If 
[Ia] E& 0 [avovrt] stood in line 3, we could restore line 2 as [- -nom e'va8e 
KE]] a'AO[ nomen ]; cf. I.G., 12, 1078; S.E.G., X, 464. 

The handsome lettering, which is the only indication of the date of this fragment, 
probably belongs to about the middle of the sixth century B.C.; cf. I.G., 12, 1014; 
L. H. Jeffery, The Local Scripts of Archaic Greece, Oxford, 1961, p. 78, no. 29. 

22 (Plate 31). Two joining fragments of fine-crystalled, white marble, broken on 
all sides and back. E.M. 13035 was found on July 8, 1937, in the dump and E.M. 
13392 was found on May 13, 1939 near the northern edge of the Central Area. 
Combined measurements of the two fragments are as follows: 

Height, 0.119 m. Width, 0.145 m. Thickness, 0.055 m. 
Height of letters, 0.012 m. 
E.M. 13035 and 13392. 
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saec. IV a. ITOIX. 

Kai[---1 
[_____-----a] v'rotL [ ? ] 

Line 4: Of the dotted iota only the top of a centered vertical has survived. 

For this stoichedon text a square checker pattern with units measuring 0.022 m. 
has been used. The same measurements are found on I.G., II2, 7, whose letters are 
also 0.012 m. high. Our new piece probably does not belong to this stele because of 
its smaller omicron but the text does seem to be that of a decree and the letter-forms 
suggest a date near the beginning of the fourth century. 

23 (Plate 30). Fragment of fine-crystalled, white marble. Top preserved; broken 
on all other sides and back. Found on May 6, 1938 in late fill in the main area. 

Height, 0.192 m. Width, 0.087 m. Thickness, 0.05 m. 
Height of letters, 0.007-0.008 m. 
E.M. 12964. 

This piece is part of I.G., I12, 30 and will be designated Fragment d. B. D. 
Meritt, to whom I am grateful for pointing out the association of these fragments, 
has recently published another small piece of this inscription from the Agora Excava- 
tions which will be designated Fragment e. There are now five non-joining fragments 
from this fourth-century decree which relates to the affairs of Athenian cleruchs 
on Lemnos. The addition of the North Slope fragment to the opening lines of the 
text necessitates a new edition. For convenience I repeat the physical data on the 
previously published fragments with some additional observations. Photographs 
of all five pieces are also added. 

Fragment a. 

Top surface preserved; broken on all other sides and back. Found in 1849 on the 
Acropolis west of the Parthenon. Ed. princeps, K. S. Pittakis, 'E+ . 'APX., 1853, pp. 
855-856, no. 1375. 

Height, 0.46 m. Width, 0.28 m. Thickness, 0.15 m. 
E.M. 6916. 

Fragment b. 

Back surface preserved, smoothly dressed but not polished; probably not original 
(see infrca p. 168); broken on all other sides. Found on the Acropolis before 1877. 
Ed. princeps, I.G., II, 14. 
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Height, 0.215 m. Width, 0.20 m. Thickness, 0.145 m. 
E.M. 6904. 

Fragment c. 

Broken on all sides and back. Found on the Acropolis before 1877. 
Ed. princeps, I.G., II, 14. 

Height, 0.132 m. Width, 0.154 m. Thickness, 0.088 m. 
E.M. 6905. 

Fragment e. 

Broken on all sides and back. Found on October 15, 1938 in the Agora Excavations, 
built into the wall of a modern house southwest of the Eleusinion, on the west side 
of the Panathenaic Way; Grid Reference: R 20. Ed. princeps, B. D. Meritt, Hesperia, 
XXXVII, 1968, pp. 266-267, no. 2. 

Height, 0.192 m. Width, 0.188 m. Thickness, 0.153 m.19 
Agora I 5588. 

Fragments a and d. 

a. 387/6 a. NON-ITOIX. 

[E'8ofev TTrL /30Xq Kai rCo& 8' w/L& 6E0L 
' 

Eoroq 
I 

---XE?] ?v 

E7TpVTavEvEv- [. p [. ca 5 . eypa]4,ua'TEvEv, ---- EicTaTE --- -] 

2 [JITrEvP eveao-Oat /.LEV rOV K'pVKa avrtKa paXa .......... ]t Kal TO [o] 

JS8EKa GoEL E'[aV*c .. . *... I aYVVEVELK71t [?] 

[------------?Ov(r av Kai Trpoo-o8ov 7rocrEe]o-Oa& KaOorL av 

,rct [8]4,4 [0l 80K^L- rav] Ta uEV nvX [Oat, EITEL8V) 8E?- ? ] 
4 [?8E8]oXOat ?TC 87')L 7TpOS9 TO [KX7q- 

poxog -r? o]iK0vTaq E' [A71,.vc--?-&? 
[----------------7Iri Toi 8ELva a'p]XovroT Ev A71v[)] 

EYEVET[o . 0 TO.. .]o ?ra av'T[?] 

6 [ ? - av 8E Ttl_?---7rap]a TaVTaa'qfaV7)& 7 a7Tay7q1 77 

[.*.f*.* ...] a7Toypaoq[v-----------? 

[----------&78qU1]7EvOn TnrS VV3V a'ToyEypa,uLE[v7q qyr1 .y..] 

Ta Ey A'(v[co --?----------------- ---- 
8 --] EKTEt---tCOV E'l TLTrJ9 EvacLT7) [,Npv- 

TaVELas. . ]TEV ETL[-?- 

19The measurements given in Hesperia., XXXVII, 1968, p. 266 are of the inscribed face. 
On the thickness, recorded in Hesperia as 0.145 m., see infra p. 168. 
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[-------------------] av rov eotovTa eEaVrov KVa[.... 
ca. 1 3 1 

.J.V. .IJ .... ] v[ --__] 

10 [--?]--------]/3oAr/3o rEiTpEZ Karmr co[. 
ca. 13?] 

?-------------------vTap]d rcot E)70-ELcot Ev' 7)LTWLV 

av uq/E'[pcL_ _] 
12 [--------------------]t i7EvTaKoo-to,uE8t4wCov 

ryov [] 
[----------------------]at TOts KX7poXotS Ta 

1 TE EKE---a-a - - - - - - - - - - - -] -E a 

14 [?Etlg TC'EV OKUtC^0V tV8E&JqLE [V- 

FLEVCW?] 
[--------------------E']y AlVo ETayoo-tv o-To- 

crot av[-?--?-?-?-?-?-?-?-?-?-?-?----] 
16 [-]-coo- 81q0G0cot o0ooot av 

7 EKT [ELOCOL - - - - - - - - - - - - 

[------- -]co - -&r-qv 8' avrot 
rjpPyabov [ro??-------------] 

18 [?]p-p- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - d KcTc wbOpT- 18 u a Ka 7c[--------- --a a t-- 
a,~cra E4T[?I- 

-- ]7rv1 cLvt7) a 7 

dOcoo-vs JEJpcLr[cLt?] 

20 [?TOts KX77]PXpoLXo EV- 

o4EXEO-Oca Trl K[?- 

[?------------------------- o]'X]ovrEg r 
8-lo16tELXOV- EV [?]- 

22 [?-]&JV KX)poXcov Ta 

E1-'v a [?I 
?___________________-----] aybLOJ377acov rT7)s 

yns7rs--------------- 
24 [E?-]KaLS, Eav 8E ELu 

[?]X'r7686S[--------- 7&K77 777V TE aV'a- 
K[OL - [- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ]- 8K -n TV- 

KpLO"Ll I[?-- - - - - - - - - - - - - ] 
26 [?OV E--&]wUSrKao7r' pLov 

[?d---------------------[at]- [/]7C'v6EVa A QX 

lacuna 
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Fragment b. 

28 [???] 
?ow~~~~~~~crqG]d6rC0 E.V dctKp0olT[XEL? ? ? ?]- 

30 - - --E-va - - - - -] aat t?]- - - - - -] 
[ ? 1W4TE ? ~~~~~~~] vat bV-q7TE /1LL0W-O6XTatwIX7p) [ ? 

32 [ ??9 1-vos u'v03 To0 Erae E)Eo[80orov a'pXovTa---] 

[--------------] T7)vO s KX7qpoXo Kat [-?---------- 
34 [?KaOac1]Ep ToLs e's aXal[va--?------ -] 

[---------------?>atK] VO,UEVWV E[-?---] 

36 [?] V** [?] 
lacuna 

Fragment c. 

38 [?]?lTat 0[?] 
??6----------ov4tar]a arp60Ev[- - --I?] 

40 [?Ia6rA?.Vw[?I E] 

42 [?-]qT&ivKX-qp[6OXv?I 
?? ~ top 6iXof ?] 

44 [?]o-KaZT[--------------] 

lacuna 
Fragment e. 

46 [ ? -]E...a[?-----?-?-?-?-?-?-?--] 
? ?&------a]'o86cr0at rTo KXp[6xos?] 

48 [-]v owKCV ES XAt[vov - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -?] 

[--------6] av FVn e'XOat 
` 

a [-? 
50 [---------]votKOiKt EvA'4.t[VWt?-----------------] 

[---------] V rOS E"v A ot [Vo ---------------?-?-] 

52 [ ?]--tao-avTe3 [?- 

Fragments a and d: 

The only original edge preserved on all five fragments is the top of Fragments 
a and d. Although there is no physical point of contact between these two pieces, 
it is clear from the text that Fragment d lies to the right of Fragment a and, with 
the exception of a short interval, forms a continuous text with it. By actually placing 
the two fragments together in physical contact we can roughly determine the minimum 
length of the space between them. As far as the physical characteristics of the stones 
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are concerned, they could be much farther apart but the text of lines 1-3 shows that 
this minimum distance need not be increased by much in order to reach the original 
position of the two fragments. 

Line 1: A strip 0.05 m. high was left uninscribed above line 1; there is no indication on 
Fragments a or d that a prescript was ever carved here, as was suggested by S. Luria, Comptes 
Renduts de 1'Academie des Sciences de Russie, 1924, p. 130. 

K. S. Pittakis, loc. cit. and 'E+. 'ApX., 1855, pp. 1306-1307, no. 2626, insisted that the letters 
of line 1 are larger than those in the main body of the text. Actually the letter heights are con- 
sistently ca. 0.007-0.008 m. throughout the inscription but line 1 is more widely spaced than the 
others; ten letters measured on centers here equal ca. 0.082 m., whereas in line 2 no run of ten 
letters occupies more than ca. 0.072 m. 

After the final nu in E7rpvTavEvEv a hole has removed all traces of the next letter. To the right 
of this scar there is some original surface preserved where the letters here added to the Corpus 
text may be read. After the clear rho there is the bottom half of a vertical stroke which appears 
to be in the center of the letter-space; iota is only one of several possible readings. The minimum 
interval between the two fragments at this point is 0.082 m., measured from the right side of the 
rho to the left side of the first mu in [6ypa] u aTEvEv. There is room then for at least nine or ten 
letters in this interval which helps to set the minimum number of letters in the Secretary's name 
at seven or eight. 

Line 2: The first letter, not reported in the Corpus, is a clear iota. The minimum interval 
between Fragments a and d in this line is 0.077 m., leaving room for at least ten or eleven letters 
to be restored. The Ionic form O-VVCVElKt is unusual; contrast uvVEVEtyK?tJ in ].G., II2, 112, line 9; 
114, line 8 (restored); and K. Meisterhans, Gractnsratile der attischen Inschriften3, Berlin, 1900, 
p. 183. 

Line 3: At least 9-10 letters are missing between the two fragments in this line as the 
minimum interval is 0.075 m. Of the last preserved letter there remain only the ends of diagonal 
strokes in the top and bottom left corner of the letter-space. 

Line 4: The minimum interval of 0.065 m. between the two fragments requires a restoration 
containing at least 8-9 letters. The first letter preserved on Fragment d is represented only by 
a vertical stroke at the right edge of the space. Not enough of the original surface is preserved to 
the left to exclude possible joining strokes. 

Line 5: In the bottom right corner of the first preserved letter-space there is the tip of an 
isolated diagonal. I have dotted the tau since only the tip of a horizontal stroke survives in the top 
left corner of the space. Again here the restoration is controlled by the minimum interval of 
0.075 m. between the two fragments, which requires at least 9-10 letters. This measurement also 
holds true for lines 6-8. 

Line 7: Of the dotted tau only the tip of a horizontal is preserved in the top right corner of 
the letter-space. 

Line 9: The minimum interval between Fragments a and d here is 0.095 m. requiring a 
restoration of at least 12-13 letters. At the right edge of Fragment a there is the tip of an isolated 
diagonal in the bottom left corner of the letter-space which I have printed as a dotted alpha. Of the 
circular letter at the left edge of Fragment d not enough of the center is preserved to permit a 
choice between theta and omicron. 

Line 10: The last letter preserved on Fragment d is represented by a small segment of an 
arc at the top of the letter space directly below the omega in line 9. The possible readings are 
limited to 0, 0, or Q. As in line 9 at least 12-13 letters should be restored between TQ2A and 
this letter. 

Line 19: The last preserved letter, not reported in the Corpus, is a clear tau. 
Line 20: The stone has bvooeXTa0aL, not Evo,E1XEaaL as in I.G., JJ2. 
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Line 21: A chip out of the surface of the stone has removed all trace of the mu and sigma of 
8v,uoath which were printed as certain in the Corpus. 

Line 25: Add to the Corpus text a clear pi at the right edge of Fragment a. 
Line 27: At the left edge of Fragment a in the first preserved letter-space there is the top 

slanting bar of a sigma. After EN the next two letters are represented by identical traces; in each 
case the apex of a triangular letter has been preserved above the break, i. e. alpha, delta, or lambda. 
Of the circular letter in the following space not enough is preserved to permit a choice between 
omicron and theta. Next comes a horizontal along the top edge of the space joined at the left by 
the upper part of a vertical, i. e. gamma or epsilon. Only the upper part of the circular letter 
in the next space has survived. I can see no clear traces of a letter in the next space except the 
top part of a vertical in the upper right corner. The Corpus is misleading here since iota would 
seem to be excluded by the wide spacing to the left of this stroke, i. e., H or N. After the pi 
there appears to be the top part of beta or rho. In the next space there is the top of a vertical 
stroke which falls very close to the traces in the previous space; iota is a likely candidate. Of the 
circular letter reported at the end of this line in the Corpus I can see no trace on the stone today; 
the original surface is not preserved at this point and the break is not recent. 

Fragment b: 
Line 28: It is impossible to tell whether the vertical at the right edge of the first preserved 

letter space stood alone or was joined by another stroke. 
Line 29: Of the first letter there is the tip of a diagonal in the bottom right corner of the space. 
Line 31: Since the publication of the Corpus the stone has been damaged in such a way that 

the initial nu in this line is lost. 
Line 36: A horizontal stroke can be seen along the top of the first preserved letter-space of 

this line. It is followed, after an interval of one space, by the top of a vertical stroke. The next 
letter is gone but there then follows the top half of either Y or X. Not enough of the next letter is 
preserved to permit a choice between B or P. Directly following this letter is the top of a vertical 
stroke in the upper left corner of the space. 

Fragment c: 
Line 37: New letters recovered in this line make it necessary to change the numbering of the 

lines in Fragment c which appears in the Corpus. In the first preserved space there is the tip of a 
diagonal stroke in the bottom right corner; i. e. alpha, lambda, or mu. The next letter must have 
been either alpha or lambda since the bottoms of two unattached diagonal strokes are preserved. 

Line 38: At the right edge of the first preserved letter-space there is a vertical stroke; not 
enough of the original surface remains to show whether or not it stands alone, so that iota is also 
possible. There is the tip of a diagonal stroke in the bottom left corner of the last preserved letter- 
space. 

Line 39: Of the last letter the bottom of a vertical stroke can be seen in the lower left corner 
of the space. 

Line 40: The first letter is a clear alpha, not delta as in the Corpus. The last letter is probably 
sigma since the juncture of the two bottom strokes survives just inside the break. 

Line 41: To the left of the first letter reported in the Corpus, H, there are parts of two letters 
preserved. Of the first there is the top of a vertical stroke; it is followed by the apex of a triangular 
letter. 

Line 43: Before the first omicron there survives the top of a vertical stroke. 
Line 44: Only the left side of the tau is preserved but there can be little doubt about the 

reading. 
Line 45: The top bar of the last preserved letter is not strictly horizontal but it must, I think 

belong to zeta or tau and not to sigma, as reported in the Corpus, since the left end is preserved 
and there is no trace of a joining stroke. 
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Fragment e: 
Line 46: In the first preserved letter-space there is a vertical stroke at the rightt side. This is 

followed by the bottom half of epsilon. For the next three spaces the surface is badly damaged, but 
above the theta of [a] 7ro8o'crOat in line 2 there is part of a vertical stroke which is followed by alpha. 

Line 48: Squeezes show that the first letter is a clear nu and need not be dotted. The next 
two letters were printed as dotted eta and dotted kappa in Hesperia, XXXVII, 1968, p. 266, no. 2. 
The lower half of the kappa is perfectly preserved; since the traces exclude any other letter, I print 
it without a dot. Of the letter in front of the kappa all that has survived is the bottom half of a 
vertical which lies fairly close to the upright oL the kappa. Between this stroke and the nu at the 
beginning of the line there is one letter-space which bears the traces of a circular letter. About 
two-thirds of the circumference are preserved, but the center is damaged, i. e. theta or omicron. 
Its presence here rules out eta as a possible reading and restricts the choice for the vertical in the 
following space to iota. Gamma, pi, rho, and tau are excluded by the proximity of the stroke to the 
kappa in the next letter-space. Of the dotted eta after the kappa there remains a vertical stroke 
along the left edge of the letter-space. 

Line 49: In the last preserved space there are the two diagonals of a triangular letter not 
joined at the bottom by another stroke, but the center of the letter is gone. 

Although the position of Fragments a and d can be fixed at the top middle of 
the original stele, the physical characteristics of the other three pieces do not enable 
us to place them with any certainty. A few possibilities, however, can be eliminated. 
If the restoration of lines 1 and 2 is even approximately correct, there is not enough 
room between Fragment a and the left side of the stele to accommodate Fragments 
b or e. Fragment c is not too wide to be placed here but it is difficult to make its 
text run continuously with that of Fragment a. There is ample space to the right of 
Fragments a and d for the three floating fragments, but again here there are textual 
difficulties in the way. It seems much more likely that their original positions are to 
be sought below Fragments a and d. 

One slight restriction on their lateral positions in the lower part of the stele 
may be provided by a vein on the inscribed surface of Fragment a which is ca. 0.005- 
0.01 m. wide and much lighter in color than the surface either side of it. Although 
this vein runs from the top all the way to the broken bottom of Fragment a, it cannot 
be detected on the inscribed surface of any of the three floating fragments. We 
cannot be sure, of course, how far the vein extended beyond the bottom of Fragment 
a but its absence on Fragments b, c, and e suggests that they should not be placed 
dlirectly below the other two pieces. 

The thickness of the several fragments is of little help in seeking their original 
positions since, with one exception, their backs are broken away. It is clear from 
Fragment a that at the top the stele was more than 0.15 m. thick and Fragment e 
has a thickness of at least 0.153 m. The back surface of Fragment b is smoothly 
dressed, but it is not parallel to the inscribed face and has the added anomaly of being 
thicker at the top, 0.145 m., than it is at the bottom, 0.139 m. It seems clear, therefore, 
that the back surface of Fragment b has been reworked as part of some later use of 
the stone. 
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All that we can conclude is that the stele was more than 0.153 m. thick and ca. 
0.85-0.90 m. wide.20 If Fragment b is placed directly below Fragment a, we have a 
minimum height of ca. 0.65 m. for the stele, but in view of the proportion of thickness 
to width, it is much more likely that the original height was at least twice this figure. 

The only attempt to fix the length of line in this non-stoichedon text was based 
on a combination of Fragments b and c which yielded a total of about 70-75 letters 
per line; S. Luria, op. cit.; cf. S.E.G., III, no. 73. It is now clear from the associ- 
ation of Fragments a and d that a much longer line is required, but restoration, 
unfortunately, still remains our only guide in establishing its length. By way of 
example I have restored lines 1 and 2 with about 95-100 letters each, but this is at 
best only a working hypothesis since, even if we could be sure that all the officials are 
listed, the lengths of their names and the name of the deity in line 2 remaiin uncertain. 
With so many variables precision is impossible, but a line as short as 70-75 letters 
seems improbable. 

In the absence of a prescript, the archon's name has been restored as desirable 
in a document which contains temporal references like those in lines 9 and 32. The 
latter reference, - - - 0-o] p T0v0^ r uETUa Oe0[80&rov atpXovTa - - - is the only 
explicit evidence for the date of the decree and it has been claimed as evidence for 
386/5.21 The Peace of Antalkidas was signed in the winter of 387/6 in the archon- 
ship of Theodotos, Diodoros, XIV, 110; our decree has been placed in the following 
year when Mystichides was archon. If, however, both the month referred to in line 32 
and the decree itself fell in the archonship of Mystichides, it is difficult to understand 
why the previous archon's name was cited in this manner. It is possible that the 
phrase is a quotation from a document of 387/6 which referred ahead to a specific 
month in the subsequent archonship, but in the absence of the context it is more 
natural to take the phrase at face-value as a reference ahead to a year whose epony- 
mous archon was as yet unknown. The date was defined, as normal,22 in terms of the 
present archon, Theodotos, and the decree may therefore be placed in his year, 387/6. 

For the herald's proclamation in line 2 cf. I.G., 112, 112, lines 6-9, and 114 lines 
6-8, both of 362/1. The Twelve Gods are coupled in our text with at least one other 
deity, perhaps [oit 'EIHpaKXE]t as in I.G., 112, 114, line 8, which deals with the sending 
of cleruchs to Poteidaia. 

I.G., II2, 112 and 114 also provide the closest parallels for the use of o-v,p&E'pW 
in the protasis which follows and for the beginning of line 3. The gap between 
Fragments a and d, however, necessitates a slight departure from the formula, Eav 

20 This is the approximate width required by a restored first line of ca. 95-100 letters. 
21 See Kirchner's note in I.G., 1I2, 30. His dating is followed by B. D. Meritt, op. cit., and by 

S.E.G. Others follow U. K6hler, I.G., II, 14, in placing the decree in 387/6; cf. A. J. Graham, 
Colony and Mother City in Ancient Greece, Manchester, 1964, p. 187. 

22 Cf. I.G., I12, 140, lines 13-16. 
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OVVEVEL&?71t 'A6nvaiwv 'rct 8Xcot. Perhaps E [av 'AO'zva' ovs] OVVEVEtKrt [dr SUcavra i7Ept 
Au,tvo ] or E[a'V SoTa ava] YV1VEELK)t ['AO-qvaV Tt 8r'4pot]. 

In lines 3 and 4 Kirchner, apud Luria, op. cit., p. 130, suggested the restoration 
[EEL8q 8E OL 8EL-Va EtWr)vE1yKav Etl r)v 3ovXA)v 8E8]06xOat, cf. I.G., 12, 112, line 13. He 
also objected that to take SESoXOcUat . . .7pos9 Tro . . . in line 4 as referring to those sent 
from Lemnos, i.e. irpNo rTo [7rpEorvBEs] was " ungriechisch." The new fragment 
invalidates Luria's restoration, rpag Tog [roi;rcwv Xo'yog adroKpwvacOat] ; perhaps Kirch- 
ner s objection can be met by restoring an infinitive after ev [An7uvmt] which could 
be taken with 1rpo T O . . . 

Luria recognized in line 6 a curse formula against anyone who attempts to alter 
or cancel the provisions of the aroypafrri. Again, the addition of Fragment d invali- 
dates his rather ambitious restoration and shows the danger of proposing an alterna- 
tive of similar length. In the gap between Fragments a and d we might tentatively 
restore . . . d) a&ay7t - [d'in cE s SE& r8E v] T aroypawrqv [XVEtv or KaTaXAvocla], cf. I.G., 
112, 43, lines 51-54; 411, line 30; S.E.G., XXI, 527, line 96. I have left a gap after 
Eav Se Tts for the possible insertion of the common X' dpXcov ) ttSo'Tun. M. N. Tod has 
collected helpful examples of this formula in J.H.S., LIV, 1934, p. 154. 

It appears from the occurrence of airoypawr4 and the corresponding verb a&ro- 

ypa6Oc9 in lines 6 and 7 that prior to the time of the decree a declaration of confiscation 
of certain lands on Lemnos had taken place.23 S. Luria suggested that the date of this 
declaration was given in line 5; he restored [q diroypacr4, 

- ET rov9 8eZtva apx] ovrog 

EV A'4 [w] l EVET [o] .24 He made the further attractive suggestion that the a&voypa4ni 

took place in 394/3 shortly after Konon's victory at the battle of Knidos when the 
Spartan harmosts were driven out of the islands and the coastal cities; Xenophon, 
Hell., IV, 8, 1-2. 

Spartan control of Lemnos was probably established soon after the battle of 

23 See also line 14 for confiscated houses. The best discussion of apographe is still that of 
J. H. Lipsius, Das Attische Recht und Rechtsverfahren, II, Part 1, Leipzig, 1908, pp. 299-308, but 
new evidence has come to light since he wrote. See M. I. Finley, Studies in Land and Credit in 
Ancient Athents, New Brunswick, N. J., 1952, pp. 207, note 19; 210; 280, note 23; 281, note 28. 

24 If the archon in line 5 is the eponymous Athenian official, then Kirchner's restoration, apud 
Luria, op. cit., p. 131, note 1, should be considered [f7r' Evl3oX%o apX] ovros, 394/3. In Lemnos itself 
we hear of strategoi and hipparchoi sent out from Athens but the eponymous magistrate seems to 
have been an archon who is to be distinguished from his counterpart in Athens. 

Some of the evidence for Lemnian magistrates is to be found in G. Gilbert, The Constitutional 
Antiquities of Sparta and Athens, London, 1895, pp. 450-452 and G. Busolt, H. Swoboda, Griech- 
ische Staatskunde, II, Munich, 1926, pp. 1129, 1278, but many more Lemnian inscriptions have 
been found since these handbooks appeared. For the archons see I.G., XII, Part 8, 18, line 6; 19, 
lines 1 and 8; 27, line 9; Annuario, XV-XVI, 1932-33, pp. 298-299, no. 6, line 1; Annuario, N. S., 
III-IV, 1941-43, p. 75, no. 1, line 3; p. 76, no. 2, line 1; pp. 79-80, no. 3, lines 1 and 4; pp. 81-82, 
no. 4, line 1; pp. 89-91, no. 11, line 3; pp. 96-98, no. 16, line 1. An unpublished horos stone, which 
I saw in April 1963 outside the Myrina Museum, is also dated in lines 1 and 2 by the archon. 
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Aigospotamoi in 405/4 25 and was confirmed in the peace treaty which ended the war.26 
There is no explicit evidence for the fate of the residents of Lemnos, who were either 
descendants of the original Athenian colonists or cleruchs sent out sometime in the 
fifth century, but it is unlikely that the Spartans expelled the entire population.2 
Spartan rule, however, may have brought with it, as in Athens, a drastic re-alignment 
of the political forces on the island and curtailment of the democratic institutions 
established by the Athenians.28 Under these conditions some Lemnians, out of loyalty 
to Athens or for other reasons, may have found it expedient to leave the island, 
or perhaps their departure was not altogether voluntary. Others may have profited 
by remaining and working closely with the Spartan governor. At any rate, it is hard 
to believe that the distribution of land on Lemnos remained, after ten years of 
Spartan rule, in the same equal parcels which the Athenians had allotted to their 
cleruchs.29 

When Konon expelled the Spartans in 393 there were probably further dis- 
locations in politics and ownership of property on Lemnos. If the apographe which 
is upheld in the opening lines of our decree was made at this time, the property of 
Spartan sympathizers might have provided one of its main targets. We do not know 
the details of the settlement made in 393, but Athenian control of Lemnos was 
maintained for the next six years only by force of arms. It was not until the Peace 
of Antalkidas that Lemnos was officially recognized as an Athenian possession." 
To judge from the present decree, it was at this time that the Athenians reorganized 
the distribution of land on the island on the cleruchy system. 

For the payments in the ninth prytany in line 8 cf. Aristotle, Ath. Pol., 47, 3-4. 
In line 12 Luria suggested [7rXA?jv 17MEiCOv Ka] 't 7EvTaKoO-toFLE8t,&Lv1ov and aptly cited 

the fifth-century Brea decree, I.G., 12, 45, lines 39-42, E's 8E [B]pE'av EX OETroV KaL 

25 Xenophon, Hell., II, 2, 2 and 5-6. 
26Andokides, De Pace, 11-12; cf. H. Bengtson, Die Staatsvertrage des Altertuns, II, Munich 

and Berlin, 1962, p. 153, no. 211. 
27 For a good discussion of this and other Lemnian problems, with bibliography, see A. J. 

Graham, Colony and Mother City, pp. 175-190. On the question of the expulsion of the cleruchs see 
P. A. Brunt's judicious comments in Ancienst Society and Institutions, Studies Presented to Victor 
Ehrenberg on his 75th Birthday, Oxford, 1966, p. 80. 

28A. J. Graham, Colony and Mother City, p. 186, has shown that I.G., II2, 7180 and I.G., 
XII, Part 8, 2 do not supply certain evidence about the state of Lemnian affairs 404-394. 

29 Some of the Athenian cleruchs who held land on Lemnos may not have been in residence 
when the Spartans came. Their lots may have been redistributed by the Spartans. For Athenian 
cleruchs as absentee landlords see A. H. M. Jones, Athenian Democracy, Cambridge, 1957, pp. 171- 
177, and Brunt, op. cit., pp. 81-87. 

30 Peace negotiations had broken down in 392 because the Athenians Ilad failed to win 
recognition of their claim to Lemnos, Imbros, and Skyros; Xenophon, Hell., IV, 8, 15. Mere pos- 
session was not enough when an Athenian fleet no longer ruled the Aegean. Andokides' argument 
about mere possession, put forward in 392, was unsuccessful, De Pace, 11-12. For the importance 
of Lemnos as a source of Athenian grain see R. Seager, Historia, XV, 1966, p. 172. 
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[1 [v1ytTOv E'va t Toq acoj [t] Ko.3t It appears that the property-qualifications of the 
new cleruchs were the subject of this part of the decree. 

The isolated clause o'r6o-'-v 3 aviot rqpya6Covro in line 17 and the bold restoration 
[epya6,EaOat a'vev 1]o6Xwv in line 30 cannot sustain Luria's conclusion that our decree 
lays down for the new Lemnian cleruchs exceptional rules which hark back to a 
Peisistratean " doktrin'are Vorschrift," viz. 'v yv av'rov Epya6e0oat Kat K uaL yta-Ooi3v.32 

The adbop&rj.aa in line 18 may be sacred properties or temene such as the one 
mentioned in S.E.G., III, 117, lines 8-11, (303/2 B.c.), veIp Ej-ovf TEblEVOV5 TOV EV 

A9'uvjwwi rov acoptcrEvog9. .T. rao OptoO3Ev xcptov. For the practice compare Hyper- 
eides, III, 16, (Blass) c, zrp61Epov Tovg opUtoTag iovs ITEVT?7Kov-a EfEXo1Av'a avTro (sc. 

Tr opos) Tr^ OE' Kalt a'Ooptoawmg. 
In line 22 it is possible to restore the formula which introduces a rider, e.g. 

[oX 8&Etva JrTEv i7TEp'i lj Wv KX'pOX Wv ra Ta.Ev aXXa [KaOaIT7rEp TIt /3oXArt.. .]. The concen- 
tration of legal terms in the next five lines suggests that the purpose of this supple- 
ment was to define judicial procedures covering disputes over land on Lemnos. The 
clause E'av 8E\ 1. . . in line 24 and the use of the singular participle a& r,38qrTriv in 
lines 23 and 27 suggest that the rider may have opened with the legal formula Eav 8E 
Irs g ... In line 23 ) m?[sg olW/a'] is possible and perhaps in line 26 a time interval -is 
indicated, e.g. [rpauKovTa yIP e X/E V E6 g & r&Ka*-T-qrrp ov. 

Fragment b clearly contains restrictions on the leasing of land in Lemnos and in 
line 34 there is a reference to regulations governing Athenian cleruchs on Salamis. 
The appearance of [a] To&oUaOat in line 47 may add support to Luria's theory that 
there were also restrictions on the alienability of the cleruch's land, as in the excellent 
parallels which he cites on p. 132 of his study of our text. His ambitious restorations 
of Fragments b and c, however, and the sweeping generalizations on land tenure 
in Lemnos which he draws from them cannot, in their present form, be accepted.33 
Epigraphically these restorations are unconvincing since his association of Fragment 
b, lines 30-31 with Fragment c, line 41 etc. produces an improbably short line of 70-75 
letters. Moreover, the crucial restoration of [yl rv at the beginning of line 41 is ruled 
out by the traces on the stone described supra p. 000. 

Although line 34 probably contains a reference to Athenian cleruchs on Salamis, 
we are not justified in following Luria in his citation of I.G., 12,1 as evidence for 
the details of land tenure in Lemnos after the Peace of Antalkidas. The occurrence 

1 Luria's other parallel of Thucydides, III, 16, 1 aivrot re 7rX)v 77re`ova xrc cEvraKOcOrte&8t/vwv Ka 

ot &eOt KOt, is valuable only for its phraseology, as this passage has nothing to do with cleruchs or 
colonists. 

32 op. ct., p. 133 and Raccoltc di scritti in oore di Gacomo Lumbroso, Milan, 1925, pp. 
313-315. 

3 Equally uncertain is V. Ehrenberg's assertion, based on lines 31-34, that the Lemnian 
cleruchs were " peasants bound to the soil "l see his Aspects of the A ncient World, Oxford, 1946, 
p. 133. 
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of the word yi'v in line 33 is no guarantee, in a text with lines of ca. 95-100 letters, 
that [Ka&dV]Ep rots es YaXapa [va] in the next line must refer to regulations about land 
on Salamis; other things are covered in the Salamis decree, e.g. TEXE) KaLt o-Tpar [EEc- 

Oat], line 3. Moreover, a reference to rules for Salaminian cleruchs is not necessarily 
a reference to the fragmentary sixth-century text which we possess. Leaving aside 
the question of the physical survival of the stele on the Acropolis, it is possible that 
there were later enactments which superseded I.G., 12, 1. 

But even if these two objections be dismissed, the minimal value of the Salamis 
decree for reconstructing the much more detailed regulations contained in I.G., II2, 
30 can be appreciated by glancing at the text and apparatus criticus of the former ir 
the admirable version given by Meiggs and Lewis.35 A comparison of the range of 
supplements for the fragmentary lines 2-5 with the alleged correspondences between 
the Salamis decree and our text published by Luria in Kadmos, III, 1964, p. 105 
clearly shows that restoration has been overworked in bringing the two texts into line. 

The rules governing land tenure in the fourth-century cleruchy on Lenmnos were 
complex. Certain forms of leasing were prohibited, but line 31 shows that exceptions 
could be made. Fragment e now adds tantalizing clauses about the residency of the 
cleruchs on the island, a controversial question reopened by A. H. M. Jones in his 
Athenian Demiocracy, Cambridge, 1957, pp. 168-177.36 

The addition of two new fragments to I.G., 12, 30 and the recent publication of 
a text from 370/69, which lists confiscated property on Lemnos,37 point up the need 
for a detailed study of land tenure on the island. As M. I. Finley observed,38 the 
Lemnian horoi, hitherto treated only in the context of their fellows from Attika and 
Amorgos, must be brought into closer play with I.G., I12, 30. The new information 
about the apographe procedure in the opening lines of our decree and in the Agora 
inscription of 370/69 ought also to be examined in more detail and incorporated into 
a new study of this legal process. 

24 (Plate 32). Fragment of fine-crystalled, white marble, very badly discolored. 
Part of left side preserved; broken on all otlhcr sides and back. The left side forms 
slightly less than a right-angle with the inscribed face. Found on May 18, 1939 in 
the Central Area. 

3There may have been some reorganization of land-holding on Salamis after the Persian Wars. 
The Athlenians granted land on the island at this time to at least one additional cleruch, Antidoros 
of Lemnos, Herodotos, VIII, II, 3; there may have been others. 

C Gr. Hist. litscrip., pp. 25-27, no. 14. 
a See also Brunt, Anciett Society and Institutiots, pp. 81-87. 
37 Hesperia, XXIX, 1960, pp. 25-28, no. 33. It is possible that more can be won from this 

difficult stone; cf. Meritt's observation, p. 25, that " there are traces on the stone which have not 
been here included in the transcript." 

38 Land and Credit, p. 200, note 26. 
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Height, 0.11 m. Width, 0.11 m. Thickness, 0.075 m. 
Height of letters, 0.012 m. 
E.M. 13391. 

saec. IV a. ITOIX 

[?] 
v xa [-? 
T%v i[-- -- -- -- -- -- - - - 

5 zrX [?-----I KaO[?] 

Line 1: Of the second letter only the end of a diagonal stroke survives in the bottom right 
corner of the stoichos. Its angle is such as to limit the possible readings to kappa and chi. At the 
end of the line there is the left diagonal of a triangular letter. 

The checker-units are 0.018 m., horizontal, and 0.021 m., vertical. This fragment 
appears to be from a decree of the early fourth century. 

25 (Plate 31). Fragment of a stele of fine-crystalled, white marble with original 
rough-picked back preserved; broken on all other sides. Ca. 0.02 m. above the first 
line of text there is a raised band, 0.026 m. in height, and a small patch of original 
surface above it. Found on May 15, 1939 in mixed fill in the Central Area. 

Height, 0.153 m. Width, 0.125 m. Thickness, 0.05 m. 
Height of letters, 0.005 m. 
E.M. 13393. 

The size and shape of the lettering on this stone are exactly identical to that of 
E.M. 12892, a fragment of a decree found on the North Slope and published by 
E. Schweigert, Hesperia, VII, 1938, 303, no. 27.3 Especially striking are the slightly 
leftward tilt of the tau and the shape of sigma and kappa. Measurement shows that 
not only were chisels of the same lengths used on both pieces, but the checker patterns 
are also exactly the same, with units of 0.013 m. vertically and horizontally. On their 
original back surfaces both pieces exhibit identical rough picking. Finally, it will be 
seen that both fragments can best be restored with a stoichedon line of 20 letters. 
I suggest, therefore, that the two fragments belong to the same stele and offer a 
reconstructed text of the whole. 

a. 320/19 a. $TOIX. 20 

['AvaypakEV] sg 'APXE'8&K [o N] - 
[avKpkrov A ]aulrrpE'[S 67 ] 

39 See also A. M. Woodward, B.S.A., LI, 1956, pp. 6-8, no. IX; S.E.G., XVI, 60. 
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[NEa'X ov ']pXovros ,[ir 
r]- 

[?1s ~ .. * 0s ss o 8EK [a'Tq s] 
.1 5 [-7rpvTavEtag r*& .]ar4 *4*] 

[ ?-- Eypa1aarEvev] 
- _ _-_ ealendric ] 

[_ - _ - _ equation ] 

10 [7rpoE'8pcAv ETIr cpEv---] 
[_ _ _ namno demotic ] 

[E3oeEv rc8 O,LO ? 
[_- __name a_ ttronymic - -] 

r demotic ] 
15 [Jirev 3Te&,8]7) A[VK]i[cr]Ko 'r 

.10 
]9Y ]sv 

[E IE17rpooOEV] X [po'] vov 8T- 
[E'X,E E'vovg] c'4v] T(c[&] 8<'jp,Z>cd& 
[Gr6h 'AOqvat'Wv K] a [Z] T&CWv E6K 7- 

20 [?s vav,uaXtas a]o6vrcv sro- 
[XXoviq Tcr6v 7roX&]rc63v &KOpi,- 

[aTO Kat arcLlrT] qtXev 'AO.5- 
[va4,E avaXc6pxao-&v r]o[s av]- 

[7TV . . . . 
1 

. * 3 * 
* VIT[ 

* * 

25 [. .. 17. .... . . . . . I [ 11 'AO>)q[vat]ov [E]- 
[ -E (Evcov otS a]v E[v],rvyx[d]- 

[v'rt 8E80)x(at lrco`] j7 ctnct) [e]- 
[ ratcvrat o Ev 8t Ka [l] c v]- 

30 ['qg vEKa . .5. . . o-T] Ecav[o.] 
. . . . . . .14 ** ] (>6v [ * * 

[ 14 ].. E. v[ ...] 

The exact length of the lacuna between the two fragments can only be roughly 
estimated since it depends on the variable lengths of the names and on the space 
required for the calendric equation; the numbering of the lines must, therefore, 
remain conjectural. In the lower fragment I have printed Woodward's supple- 
ments; the underlined letters are those reported by Schweigert and Woodward which 
I have not been able to see either on the stone or on squeezes. In the case of the 
lambda in line 15, the sigma in line 16, and the phi in line 30, the letters are clear on 
the stone and need not be dotted as they are in previous editions. In line 18 the 
stone has A N H Q 1, with a horizontal line through the center of N. In the final 
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letter-spaces of lines 15 and 22, where Schweigert and Woodward read clear letters, 
there is not, in my view, any original surface preserved. The eleventh letter in line 16 
could also be theta and the twelfth could be epsilon or pi. In line 17 I detect the 
faint outline of chi. The last letter in line 32 is unlikely to have been iota since only 
a vertical stroke survives at the left side of the stoichos and the surface to the right 
is gone. 

This is the eighth preserved decree from the archonship of Neaichmos when 
Archedikos was Anagrapheus, 320/19 B.C.40 The length of the line can be established 
at 20 letters on the basis of the restorations in lines 1-3, and the stoichedon require- 
ments in turn limit the restoration of the name of the prytanizing tribe in line 4 to 
Akamantis or Pandionis. Each of these tribes is represented by one other decree 
from this same year, but in both cases the number of the prytany has not survived. 

If we restore Akamantis as the tenth prytany in line 4, then the very fragmentary 
I.G., 12, 383 may be restored as follows :" 

ITOIX. 25 
[0 E] 0 t 

['AvaypacEv 'Apx]e&8tKoT N[avcKpt]]- 

3 [rov Aajkrrp- &r N1EcltXFa [ov acpXoiv- 
[rog Et r77s 'AKac] avi [8o0 8EKaLr]- 

[r-s pmravEag '94 . ]nt[ ... ] 

This restoration of Akamantis as the tenth prytany does not conflict with the 
known calendar equations for 320/19.42 

If, however, we restore Pandionis as the tenth prytany in our North Slope 
inscription, we must then restore 8EKa6TY19 in line 4 of I.G., 12, 383 b as follows: 

40 The other seven are I.G., II2, 380-383, 383 b (Addenda), 384, S.E.G., XXI, 306. S. Dow, 
H.S.C.P., LXVII, 1963, p. 43, has shown that I.G., II2, 336 b does not belong to 320/19, as 
previously assumed by W. K. Pritchett, B. D. Meritt, The Chronology of Hellenistic Athens, 
Cambridge, Mass., 1940, p. 7; W. K. Pritchett, 0. Neugebauer, The Calendars of Athens, Cam- 
bridge, Mass., 1947, p. 62; B. D. Meritt, The Athenian Ycar, Berkeley, 1961, p. 119. 

41 For Dinsmoor's corrl-ection of the spacing in the Corpus see his The Archlons of Athens in the 
Hellenistic Age, Cambridge, Mass., 1931, p. 23. 

42 For the spelling, 7rpvraveag cf. I.G., II, 373, line 17. If rpv7aV1a'S is restored, it would be 
impossible to assign I.G., 112, 383 to the tenth prytany since no known Attic name begins with 

-. For the calendar equations of 320/19 see infra, p. 177. 
43 To my knowledge this restoration, which was made by B. Leonardos when he first published 

the inscription in 'Apx. AEXr., 1915, pp. 195-224, has been accepted by all scholars except B. D. Meritt. 
In his The Athenian Year, pp. 113-117, Meritt proposed to restore the number of the prytany in 
line 4 as rpL\-S v, cf. Hesperia, XXXII, 1963, pp. 432-434. The principle of basing a restoration on 
the assumption of a vacant letter space was attacked by S. Dow, op. cit., pp. 60-67, and by W. K. 
Pritchett, Ancient Athentian Calendars on Stone: University of California Studies in Classical 
Archaeology, IV, 1963, p. 375. 
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ITOIX. 25 

3 EIr NEaX[ov a[pXovTo1 EIT fl 

Hav&ovt'8 [os 0&EKard)s TppvTavE]- 
tas r)L lrpaTr[covt'S)qq IlaavLEvO] 

6 EypaLucuTrEv [EV V&vrmpa OOiVo] - 

V2TO%, 8E[K]dLT7[t iT7) pvTpVravea.] 

If, in this intercalary year," the first four prytanies had 39 days and the last 
six 38 days each, the tenth day of the tenth prytany in the period of the ten tribes 
would be the 356th day of the year.45 In a year of 384 (+1) days there would be 
28 (?+1) days remaining. In the festival calendar, however, there are still thirty 
or thirty-one dates left; i.e. Thargelion 30 plus Skirophorion 1 to ultimo. Skiro- 
phorion might be hollow or full. It is necessary, therefore, to assume some tampering 
with the festival calendar which had to be corrected by the suppression of one or 
two dates after the date of our restored equation in I.G., 12, 383b, Thargelion (XI) 
2[9]= Prytany [X] 10. If Prytany X was of 38 days, two or three (if Skirophorion 
were full) dates were suppressed. The assumption that one date was suppressed 
would mean that Prytany X was of 39 days, Skirophorion hollow, and the year of 
385 days.46 

The calendric evidence for 320/19 may be summarized as follows: 

Number and 
Name of Day of Day of Day o] 

Evidence Prytany Prytany Month Month Year 
I.G., II2, 380 II Erechtheis 31 Boedromion III 11 70 
I.G., II2, 381 V Antiochis 36 Posideon VI2 14 192 

382 
S.E.G., XXI, 30647 [VI Oineis]? [24]? [Gamelion VII]? [10]? 218? 
I.G., II2, 383 b [X] Pandionis 10 Thargelion XI [2]9 356 

One of the first two months would have been full. Of the first six months, 
four would have been full or one date was suppressed before the time of the second 

44 I. G., II2, 381, lines 5-6, Hout8E65vos vuTEpoV. 

45 See Pritchett, Neugebauer, Calendars of Athens, pp. 37, 62. 
46 The word 8EvTEpaL is restored in line 6 of I.G., II2, 383 b on the theory of least calendric 

disturbance. 
47 Of this inscription there have now been proposed seven different restorations which yield 

four different calendar equations. Until new evidence is available it is best not to regard any 
of the restored equations as rigidly determining the calendar of this year. Bibliography in S.E.G., 
XXI, 306. 
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equation. It may be noted that at Babylon four of the first six months after the sum- 
mer solstice were full and two hollow in this year.48 

It is also possible to interpret our calendar equation in terms of a distribution of 
prytanies with varying lengths such as that postulated by B. D. Meritt, Hesperia, 
XXXII, 1963, p. 433. The length of Prytany VII on Meritt's table would have to be 
changed to 38 days and Prytany X would have 39 days. On this reckoning 355 days 
have elapsed by the time we reach Prytany [X] 10 and the tampering amounted to 
only one day before Thargelion 29. In order to keep the length of Thargelion to 
30 days and to assign the remaining 29 days of the year in such a way as to avoid a 
month of less than 29 days, it is necessary to assume that Thargelion EV77 Ka' vE'a 

was the one date suppressed. Skirophorion will then have had 29 days and the inter- 
calary year was of 384 days. 

The new evidence provided by our North Slope fragment is tantalizing but, 
unfortunately, not decisive enough to establish the identity of the tenth prytany 
beyond doubt or to permit a clear choice between the two methods of reconstructing 
the calendar of 320/19. The important calendric information which I.G., 112, 383 b 
affords, if my restoration is correct, is that there was suppression in the festival 
calendar very late in the year.49 

In restoring the lower part of this text Woodward suggested that the honorand, 
Lykiskos of line 15, had assisted in the recovery and ransoming of Athenian sailors 
captured in the " Hellenic War " of 323. Among the parallel documents he adduced 
is I.G., II2, 398 of 320/19. This parallel now derives added force from the addition 
of the top fragment to the North Slope text which dates our decree to the same year. 

26 (Plate 31). Fragment of a stele of fine-crystalled, white marble with original 
rough-picked back preserved; broken on all other sides. Found on May 12, 1939 in 
the Central Area. 

Height, 0.18 m. Width, 0.19 m. Thickness, 0.075 m. 
Height of letters, 0.008 m. 
E.M. 13407. 

saec. IV a. NON-ITOIX. 
ca. 27-30 

ri] M_ _[ ?____ 
48 See R. A. Parker, WV. I-I. Dubberstein, Babylonian Chronology 626 B.C.-A.D. 75, Provi- 

dence, 1956, p. 36; B. D. Meritt, The Athenian Year, p. 115. 
49 For the suppression of dates late in the year see W. K. Pritchett, The Choiseul Marble: 

University of California Publications, Classical Studies, V, 1970, pp. 25, 29-31. S.E.G., XXI, 422 
is possibly the best example since its equation, Thargelion 11 (Kar' apXOVTa)= Thargelion 18 (KaTa 

0Eo'v)-Prytany XI, 23, shows that the festival calendar had been retarded by seven days. In the 
forty-one days remaining in the year after Thargelion 18 seven dates had to be suppressed. 
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[ ? ]XLll poecA II_OKX[-] 
[rE. E] iTatvEaat IHa [VT .4.X.].... . - 

[orI] tag EVEKa T 
[7 dg 'AO-qvatovl Kcu] 

5 [a-rEb] avca [a] at Xpv[ocrclh (T-EodWv alTo] 

[Irwra] KO [cri] cVi p [[aX,L6h' ? ] 
[Kac Ei] vat Ucavr[ ........... AOrva]- 
[Zov Ka ] t rav EUT 74)[----?-?-- ] 
[. . . ] . EiZI P [va-t ?] 

10 []-]a - - 

Line 1: In the last preserved letter-space only the bottom of a vertical stroke has survived. 
Line 2: Of the first letter only the right diagonal stroke is preserved. At the right edge of 

the stone the left diagonal of a triangular letter is preserved. As the cross-bar of alpha was not 
added by this mason, epigraphically, these two letters may also be alphas. 

Line 3: In the last letter-space the traces and the possible readings are exactly the same as those 
in the last space of line 2. 

Line 7: Of the third and fourth letters only the bottoms of vertical strokes remain. 
Line 8: Only a small segment of the left side of the loop of phi is preserved. 
Line 10: After the iota only the apex of a triangular letter has survived. 

The restored length of line in this honorary decree is based on the formula in 
lines 5-6 and on the assumption that only one person is being honored. In line 2 
HpoKX [Ei8oV] or HpOKX [OVg] is probably to be restored, with a demotic occupying 
the rest of the line. I have not found a prosopographical link between either Pro- 
kleides or Prokles and any of the known Attic names ending in -Xtg. Only the first 
two letters of the honorand's name survive in line 3; he reappears in line 7, in both 
cases probably with a short patronymic or ethnic. In lines 3-4 [ObXortp] tag is exempli 
gratia (cf. evvolaq, av8paya6taq, etc.), as is the price of the gold crown in lines 5-6. 
The fact that the value of the gold crown is specified suggests a date before the end 
of the fourth century; " the sloppy lettering, with A representing alpha and lambda, 
would not be out of place in the last quarter of the century. 

In line 6 Kaaa rTov vo,uov would fit the space but in the only fourth-century parallel 
known to me in which this phrase follows the price of a crown the letters have been 
cut in rasura.'1 I have no solution for lines 8-9. Perhaps in line 8 there is some 
reference to the eisphorai which frequently appear in citizenship decrees. 

27 (Plate 31). Fragment of fine-crystalled, white marble from the top of a stele. 
Original rough-picked back and flat top preserved; broken on all other sides. Mould- 

50 See Kirchner's notes to I.G., II2, 493 and 495; A. C. Johnson, C. P., IX, 1914, p. 428. 
We need a new study of this formula. 

51 S.E.G., XXI, 342, line 8, end of the fourth century. Could the erasure and the crowding of 
the letters in this anomalous line be explained by the proximity of the decree to the date when 
the formula was changed? 
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ing in four bands preserved above line 2. Line 1 is inscribed in the second band 
from the top, which is a cyma reversa. Found on May 8, 1937 in the underground 
passage. 

Height, 0.115 m. Width, 0.096 m. Maximum original thickness, 0.088 m.; thickness 
at level of line 2, 0.066 m. 
Height of letters, line 1, 0.009 m.; line 2, 0.007 m. 
E.M. 12902. 

saec. IVa. (?) 

e 0][E O 

Line 2: Only the tip of a horizontal stroke has survived in the top right corner of the first 
preserved letter-space. 

The traces in line 2 probably belong to a name and the position of the theta in 
the line above suggests that it is close to the left edge of the stone. In public docu- 
ments the most likely candidate for a name in this position on the stone is the epony- 
mous archon. We might then suggest ['Emir] Tt,o [KparovS apxovrog] 364/5 or 
['E,ir AlO]TiILO [v a'pXovros] 354/3 or 285/4. These are the only archons of the fourth 
and third centuries whose names fit the traces in line 2.52 

28 (Plate 32). Small fragment of fine-crystalled, white marble broken on all sides 
and back. Found on April 29, 1939 in the Central Area. 

Height, 0.071 m. Width, 0.048 m. Thickness, 0.036 m. 
Height of letters, 0.01 m. 
E.M. 13396. 

saec. IV a. ITOIX. 

[] --va - [ ? ] 
[ ?]r7)s [ ? ] 

Line 3: Only a fraction of the circumference of a circular letter survives inside the break at 
the right side of the stone. 

Line 4: Of the doted iota there remains only the upper third; eta and kappa are also possible. 

The checker-units are 0.012 m., horizontally, and 0.017 m., vertically, as far as 

52 None of the Anagrapheis of 321-318 or 294-291 can be restored; see S. Dow, H.S.C.P., 
LXVII, 1963, p. 42. 
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they can be determined on so small a fragment. The lettering and spacing probably 
indicate that this piece belongs to a public document of the fourth century. 

29 (Plate 32). Fragment of fine-crystalled, white marble broken on all sides and 
back. Found on May 10, 1939 in the Central Area. 

Height, 0.088 m. Width, 0.115 m. Thickness, 0.085 m. 
Height of letters, 0.007 m.-0.008 m. 
E.M. 13412. 

saec. IV a. 5TOIX. 

[ ?- - K KcLPX [X&aVO- ----] 

[ ? _ _ _ _-- K],EKOULK[- ? ] 

5 [T-r]ov XoUTr [oV] - 

Line 1: Only the bottom of a centered vertical has survived after the alpha. It is followed by 
the ends of two diagonals at the bottom of the stoichos, i. e. alpha or lambda. 

The checker-units measure 0.015 m., horizontally and vertically. This fragment 
apparently comes from a decree dealing with relations between Athens and Carthage. 
The verb in line 3 suggests that someone or something was brought to Athens from 
Carthage but there does not seem to be enough preserved on the stone to speculate 
further on the incident to which these lines refer. The verb should probably be 
restored in the third person singular or plural. 

Athens had diplomatic relations with Carthage as early as 406 B.C.53 and ca. 

330 B.C. two Carthaginian ambassadors were honored by Athens, I.G., II2, 418.54 

30 (Plate 33). Fragment of fine-crystalled, white marble broken on all sides and 
back. Ca. 0.01 m. above line 1 there is a slight projection which marks the line of an 
original moulding. Found on April 18, 1939 in mixed fill in the Central Area. 

Height, 0.122 m. Width, 0.145 m. Thickness, 0.123 m. 
Height of letters, 0.005-0.006 m. 
E.M. 13398. 

53H. Bengtson, Die Staatsvertrdige des Altertums, II, Munich, 1962, pp. 151-152, no. 208; 
K. F. Stroheker, Historia, III, 1954-1955, pp. 163-171; Meiggs and Lewis, Gr. Hist. Inscrip., pp. 
280-281, no. 92. For Athenian designs on Carthage earlier in the century see Aristophanes, Knights, 
1300-1304 and Plutarch, Perikles, 20. 

54 For discussions of this occasion E. L. Hicks, A Manual of Greek Historical Inscriptionxs, 
Oxford, 1882, p. 242, no. 142, and W. Dittenberger, Sylloge Inscriptionum Graecarun, Is, Leipzig, 
1915, p. 542, no. 321, are still valuable. 
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a. 306/5 a. :TOIX. 41? 

['Ert Kopot4Bov dpXoorog, EVI, r] Ilavl&ov [L8og. .5?...] 

[...rpv TTavEtas 'a llcp4tXog] eEoyELTrov[og 'Pacuqvov]- 
[Ltos Eoypajj__d`rEvE ..@........ I 1 8EKd&E[ 6. .. R. 

[ ..........T.)ave aEs EKKAqG[ a -l.TpvavE. . . K 0] 

Line 2: Only a small fraction of a circular letter is preserved at the left edge of the stone. 

The text is inscribed in a square stoichedon pattern with units of 0.0147 m. 
This fragmentary decree may be dated to the archonship of Koroibos, 306/5 

B.C., on the evidence of the secretary's name in line 2. Several other decrees have 
survived from this year and their evidence enables us to eliminate as the number of 
the prytany of Pandionis 0jB,q 8EKaLrq19 EV8EKarrqg, and &J8EKa7r-q.`5 A further con- 
trol on the restoration of the numeral in line 1 is provided by the spacing in the 
second half of line 2 and the first half of line 3 where the words eEoyELrovoq 'Pa,uvov- 
r1toS Eypac,JJaXrEvE must be accommodated. In order to provide enough space in line 3 
after Eypa/4LjarEVE 56 to restore the name of the month which follows, the number of 
the prytany in line 1 must have at least eight letters. A shorter numeral would make 
it impossible to fit even the shortest month names, [lloo-t8E`vo] g and [rau)XL6^vo] g 
into line 3 without assuming abbreviation of the demotic or irregularities in the 
stoichedon order.57 Of the possible numerals, then, only EVTEvEpac and EraTprnq qualify. 
Since in this year of the twelve tribes the months and the prytanies were roughly 
equivalent,58 the second prytany fell in Metageitnion. If 8EvTErpa is restored in line 1, 
however, [METayErvEtrvvo] g is three letters too long to fit into the space in line 3. 
By this process of elimination we are left with EraTpr-qq as the numeral to be restored 
in line 1, and this is perhaps the most satisfactory solution since [Ilvavo4tiuivo] q, the 
fourth month, will fit into the space in line 3. 

65Demetrias held the seventh prytany; see I.G., JJ2, 470; Hesperia, III, 1934, p. 5, no. 6. 
Oineis held the tenth prytany; see I.G., II2, 471; 472 + 169; 473; 1492 B, lines 97-98. The 
evidence for Akamantis as the eleventh prytany and Antiochis as the twelfth is provided by I.G., 
II2, 1492 B, lines 104, 113, 119. Other decrees of this year are I.G., II2, 467-469, 474-476,675 + 525 
(W. K. Pritchett, A.J.P., LVIII, 1937, pp. 329-333), 773 (S. Dow, A.J.A., XXXVII, 1933, 
pp. 415-416). For discussions of the year of Koroibos see Pritchett, op. cit.; B. D. Meritt, The 
Athenian Year, pp. 138-139; Hesperia, XXXIII, 1964, p. 9. 

56 For the absence of the nu movable see I.G., JJ2, 380, line 4; 495, line 4. 
57 This restriction would seem to eliminate oy8o'- also and thereby enable us to assign I.G., 112, 

675+525, which was passed in the eighth prytany, to Antigonis. Pandionis had previously been 
the only other prytany which could be restored in line 2 of this text; see Pritchett, op. cit. 
(supra note 55), p. 332. 

58 For a schematic representation of the months and prytanies of this year see Pritchett, 
op. cit. (supra, note 55) p.. 330, and Meritt, Hesperia, XXXIII, 1964, p. 9. 
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The restoration of rErTdpTrq and llvavo*tW6vog in lines 1 and 3 produces a stoichedon 
line of 41 letters, but this proves to be a stumbling-block when we turn to the calendar 
equation at the end of line 3 and the beginning of line 4. There seems to be no way 
to restore an equation here without assuming some irregularity in the stoichedon 
spacing. The supplements which perhaps involve the least irregularity are [llvavo*lnc- 
vo]9 &EcKaLE[L vo-rEpcaL, /LUaL KacL ELIKOcTTElr T7S vpvTavEtaS] and [llvavo+JW6vo] g 8EKaETE[& 

crTTa,Evov VV EV8EKacLrEt Tq) 1TpvravEtal], but the former demands the crowding of two 
letters into one stoichos at two different points and the latter rests upon the assump- 
tion that two letter-spaces were left uninscribed. 

When the preserved text exhibits no such anomalies, restorations which are based 
upon them cannot be regarded seriously. In view of the very fragmentary nature of 
this inscription, the possibility of tampering with the festival calendar, and the 
frequency with which new discoveries disprove restorations of calendar equations, 
it is best not to attempt a restoration of this text until more evidence is available for 
the calendar of 306/5 B.C. 

31 (Plate 33). Small fragment of fine-crystalled, white marble broken on all sides 
and back. Found on May 15, 1939 built into a late wall. 

Height, 0.09 m. Width, 0.088 m. Thickness, 0.067 m. 
Height of letters, 0.006 m. 
E.M. 13394. 

saec. IV/III a. ITOIX. 

[-----]a v [----_ ] 

[-----]VKaL 7 [ ?-- ] 
[ ]-V XPVI [ ] 

5 [- r-]Ut 8I[ ---- 
[ -- -- - - --- ve[-- -- - - - 

Line 1: After the uninscribed space there is the bottom of a centered vertical. 
Line 2: At the broken left edge of the stone there is a small depression which seems to be 

the bottom right corner of nu. 

For this stoichedon text square checker-units measuring 0.0105 m. were used. 
The text is so fragmentary that restorations can only be exempli gratia. Perhaps in 
line 4, [orrE0avWio-aL avcro']v xpva [6h a-reobcww]. If this and the restoration in line 5 
are correct, the fragment would seem to belong to a decree of the fourth or third 
century. 

32 (Plate 33). Fragment of a stele of fine-crystalled, white marble with original 
right side and rough-picked back preserved; broken on all other sides. The top 
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surface has been worked but it is not flat and does not represent ani original edge. 
Height of uninscribed band above line 1, ca. 0.003m. Found on May 12, 1939 in the 
Central Area. 

Height, 0.20 m. Width, 0.135 m. Thickness, 0.145 m. 
Height of letters, 0.006 m. 
E.M. 13401. 

ca. a. 350-250 a. ITOIX. 

[?T_ _--_ _--rp]taKo[0T7)] 
? l - - -- - - - -EKKX>] a [. ..a ] 

L-----_--~--- v Xatp[] 
5 [ ?--vpo'] E8poL[..] 

[?]c~~~~_1tuv[.] 
[?I~~~~~4Pp]EaJpp[Lo] 

?]--------_ _ -- par[..] 
?________ __-]AA[..] 

10 [?]AA[..] 

The checker-units measure 0.014 m., horizontally, and 0.013 m., vertically. Since 
the crossbar of alpha was not added by this mason, all alphas and lambdas in this 
text are, epigraphically, interchangeable. 

This fragmentary decree can probably be assigned to the period ca. 350-250 B.C. 

on the basis of the letter-forms. In decrees of this period the word rpirv, occurring 
in line 1 is almost certainly the number of the prytany. [Tp] taico [a-r&] in line 2 must 
denote the day of the prytany and in line 3 [EKKX]qO-ta can be recognized. A further 
control on the restoration of the preamble is supplied by the reading [o-vuV1po ]Eopo00 
in line 5, which in turn makes it very likely that line 4 should be restored as [rW'V 
rpOESpoV 'E EOLCE]V Xacp [?]. We thus have five more or less 
certainly identified elements from the preamble on which to base a restoration. More- 
over, the stone is thick enough so that, if necessary, a stoichedon line of considerable 
length may be restored, perhaps as long as ca. 60-65 letters. 

Difficulty arises, however, when we attempt to restore the most frequently 
occurring elements in preambles of this period: archon's name, prytany name and 
number, secretary, and calendar equation. 

['Er ? - - a pXo, &rq -iri] pi7[q [pv] - 

[TaVEtag?-- -------?-?-?-?-?-?-?- -- ---Tp7]- 

[trfpsFTpvTavEia--- ------- EKK]X)crtuL [...] 
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?--------------- TVo 7TpOE(p&V E1Tfl7E] V Xatp[..] 

It will be seen at once that there are anomalies in this restoration. First, there is 
not enough space in line 2 to accommodate the secretary as well as a month name 
and a date. Secondly, there is a lengthy gap between 1TpvTaVELag and EKKX7A-tca in 
line 3, which is without a parallel in decrees of this period in which these two elements 
are present. Thirdly, the space between fEITO77'bEv in line 4 and a-VJV1TpO'E8pOl in line 5 
can only be filled by restoring two very long names and one of the longest demotics, 
a possible though desperate solution. 

If, to remove the first anomaly, the length of line is increased by postulating, for 
instance, an Anagrapheus in line 1, the difficulties in line 3-5 become insuperable 
and another problem arises in the size of the gap between &KKXVc6a and r6'v 7TpoE'pwv. 

In order to fill the latter we must resort to a restoration improbably longer than 
EKKX7)O-Lca KVpLa Elv TCOL OEcLrpc, which seems to be about the longest certainly attested 
phrase in this period.59 It is clear, therefore, that either the secretary or the date in 
the festival calendar was omitted in line 2. Although there are parallels for such 
omissions," the other difficulties in this restoration remain serious enough to force 
its rejection. 

In view of the anomalies in our fragment and the wide range of possible 
restorations in preambles of this period, any supplements must be regarded with 
suspicion even, as in the present case, when it is possible to identify five of the normal 
elements.6' By way of example only I offer the following restoration; it is but one 
way of juggling the pieces. It has the dubious merits of being based upon the known 
elements only and of having a close parallel in I.G., 12, 449, but at the same time 
we must postulate an uninscribed space in line 3 which breaks the stoichedon order.62 

ITOIX. 25 

[Er Et tr7)s...6. .tog r]pt]uxKo[o rTpv]- 

[TavEtag ........ tp] taK[o [fr'77] 

59 See I.G., II2, 702, line 5; Hesperia, VII, 1938, p. 97, no. 17, line 6 (restored). A phrase 
of equal length appears in S.E.G., XXI, 312, line 6, EfKKX(T`cla Kara iPrq'fLotaa f3ovAs,. In a decree of 
the mid-third century published by W. K. Pritchett and B. D. Meritt, The Chronology of Hellen- 

istic Athens, p. 22, the clause [rKKxOULa EV At]OVVUO[v KLTL &7/OV 4arTa'a O ................. . . 

Ei7r]ev has been restored. Cf. I.G., 1;2, 838, lines 5-7 (226/5). 
60 E.g., I.G., II2, 450, 453, 662, Secretary omnitted; 205, 224, 231, festival date omitted. 
61 A cursory examination of Attic decrees of 352-230 B.C. in which the preambles are pre- 

served or not subject to wholesale restoration reveals at least seventy-five different ways in which 
the components are listed. This does not include the decrees in which the Anagrapheis are present, 
on which see S. Dow, H.S.C.P., LXVII, 1963, pp. 38-54; B. D. Meritt, Hesperia, XXXII, 1963, 
pp. 425-438. 

62 For a single uninscribed space in a similar position in a preamble see I.G., JI2, 684, line 5. 
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[t T7r) lTpvTravEta% EKKX] qcToa [v rw]- 
[V VpOE,8pv E&w E1TE+ntI74)E]v Xatp[. . ] 

5 L...... Kat cV/.rpEpo [** j E.. 
[.name 19 demotic a r . LFFF@@@v ......... IJatow .. 
[ clemotic narne. . ?p]Eapp [to] 

r name 19 demotic.jpar r1 
[g ............. SpaL 

[ .demotic 21 name [ 1 
10 [. .name 21 demotic . 1 \[r 1 

Line 1: Erechtheis, Antiochis, and Kekropis are the possible choices. 
Line 2: The space is too small for a date from the festival calendar or for a month; the 

restoration of the day of the prytany is restricted spatially to TpiTrrt Kai, oyao0't KacL, and 4vaJ7t Kax. 
Line 3: 'EKKX'q0la now follows immediately after 7rpvravdtas without a gap, as is normal. 
Line 5: In decrees where the proedroi were named, Kat' was apparently added before the 

word uv/%rp0',pot only after 307/6; see S. Dow, Hesperia, XXXII, 1963, p. 337. 
Lines 6 and 8: The letters near the ends of these lines will be from the names of ov,/Arpo'ESpot. 
Line 9: The two letters are identical and may represent double alpha, double lambda, aX or Xa. 

From their position it is likely that they are part of a demotic. 
Line 10: The readings here are exactly the same as in line 9 although in this case the two 

letters probably belong to a name. 

The anomalies of a restoration with a longer line have been removed but at the 
cost of omitting the archon's name, the secretary, and the month name and date. It 
is possible, therefore, that our decree, like the closely parallel I.G., IJ2, 449, was not 
the only decree on the stone and that above it there stood another decree in which the 
omitted information was included. In the absence of this vital information it is not 
possible to assign a specific date to the North Slope fragment. The fact that the 
chairman's patronymic is probably lacking in line 5 may indicate a date before 307/6; 
see S. Dow, Hesperia, XXXII, 1963, p. 337; B. D. Meritt, ibid., p. 439. 

33 (Plate 33). Fragment of an opisthographic stele of fine-crystalled, blue-gray 
marble broken on all sides. Found on April 25, 1939 in the Central Area. 

Height, 0.168 m. Width, 0.15 m. Thickness, 0.102 m. 
Height of letters, 0.005-0.006 m. (both faces). 
E.M. 13405. 

saec. III a. (?) ITOIX. 50(?) 

Face A. 

[II.]ka_E[.&OT]0A6][---- 

[ 

.......... 

.......... ] oavc'd; iE[ ....... . ............. aya0d Xvl] 
- 
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5 
[XEV 8EUXOact rEL ,ovX] EL ro'g 7r[po'Spovg roi)3 )xaX'ts EIs rN]- 
[v -per-rv EKKX'qcTLav Xp]h1,P [aL 7rEp& roirow, yv6,jv E gv1436X]- 

[XEOrOat rrTs /30vX)q' E&ij] TOlV 8j [,uov O'Tt 8oKE' t /3oVXEi E7ratvEO-] - 
[at I.E....... . .3. .] v8po [I..... .. Kac ravua av 
[v xpvc0OcrTsrbEvcot KaTa] To [v VO/OV?] 

Line 2: Of the first letter only the tip of a diagonal stroke survives in the lower right corner 
of the stoichos. 

Line 6: In the first letter-space a vertical stroke is preserved at the right edge; the surface 
to the left of it is gone. 

Line 9: Of the dotted tau only a horizontal stroke along the top of the letter-space is visible. 

Face B. ITOIX. 

[ ?]Kat [ ?---- ] 
[ ? -]XE[ . ]0oVTos[--?-?- ] 

[?0-]EV ? o? [ ? ] 

[--------]KpaTtvov 'A[ ? ] 

Line 1: In the bottom left corner of the first preserved stoichos there is the end of a vertical 
stroke. 

The letters on both faces are the same in size and shape and the spacing of the 
stoichedon order is identical: units of 0.012 m., horizontal, and 0.015 m., vertical. 
Face B has a smoother polished surface than Face A. On the basis of the tentative 
restorations on Face A, which yield a stoichedon line of 50 letters, the approximate 
width of the original stele may be calculated at ca. 0.60-0.65 m. It is also possible to 
restore the decree on Face A with a longer line by using the formula Tovs gr [poE'povg 
ot av XdX9wotv 1WTpOE8PEVEtV EV ITra 8'Pco] in lines 5 and 6. Consequently, my restorations 
of lines 8-9 on Face A, in which [- - -] v8po [- -] is interpreted as part of a patrony- 
mic, are only exempli gratia. In line 2 perhaps [KaTE] ?yqXVOE, cf. I.G., II2, 448, line 62. 
Line 3 may contain part of a name or perhaps [ EK ]KX-JrOV, cf. I.G., II2, 111, line 74; 
179, line 14; 404, line 17. The name in line 4 of Face B is too common to permit a 
positive identification. 

34 (Plate 34). Fragment of fine-crystalled, white marble with original right side and 
rough-picked back preserved; broken on all other sides. The right side forms less 
than a right-angle with the inscribed face. Inscribed surface very badly worn and 
almost illegible. Found on May 28, 1937 built into a late wall in the underground 
passage. 

Height, 0.20 m. Width, 0.249 m. Thickness, 0.098 m. at bottom, 0.087 m. at top. 
Height of letters, ca. 0.005 m. 
E.M. 12933 
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saec. IV/III a. ITOIX. 

vacat 0.015 m. 
[__ _ _----]p[..5...]oov[ . ]Op .... ] ...] 

[--------~~~~~~- ...............][Ov'] 1 VOX[X]OV'- 
10 ]a. *]av[.]ot 

5 [?________ ...7.... ov] 8XzovE a[v..] 

[---------. ] 3O,U [ ... ] vovovo-[. ] 

[?]~~~~~~~ov E'1T[I..].1 
6 E V ( . . . . . ...] [ ?-----0]v Trpui&Kat aQ[. ] 

[ - -----*]taS~ KaLE [ ............ ] 
10 L l--- t iEvta] EtS" To6 irpvTraVE [LOV Et] 

[cavptov.] 

[]PV EK[ . ]Ep. ]fE[. . ] 
[---------?VrEtE] &7q E at' O-VV?7O[Kat ....] 

? 

- 
]x[.]ro[ .o 

o @ 

The surface of this stone is so worn and battered that many of the readings 
must remain uncertain. Even some of the undotted letters produce combinations 
which seem impossible. In the upper left corner above line 1 there is a small patch 
of uninscribed surface which seems to indicate that line 1 begins a new section of 
the text, if not the actual beginning of the document, but the original top of the stele 
has not survived. An uninscribed band divides the first eleven lines of text from 
another section below it which extends to the broken bottom of the stone. In the 
upper section a square stoichedon checker pattern was used with units of 0.011 m. 
For the lower section the units are 0.008 m., horizontally, and 0.011 m., vertically. 
In the upper section, however, the stoichedon pattern was violated in at least two 
places: in line 4 where the letters are not aligned with those in the lines above and 
below; at the beginning of line 10 where El occupy one letter-space. Elsewhere iota 
seems to stand alone in its own stoichos. These irregularities show that restorations 
must not be rigidly controlled by the number of dots I have printed in the text to 
indicate missing letters. 

Line 1: The three circular letters could all be read as thetas since only the circumference 
has survived in each case. Since the center of the triangular letter is damaged, alpha is also possible 
but the ends of the diagonals stand free, thus excluding delta. 

Line 2: Nu is also a possible reading for the dotted pi; only the left vertical and the upper 
part of the right remain. 

Line 4: Of the first preserved letter only the bottom of a centered vertical can be seen. 
Line 5: At the right edge of the second stoichos there is a vertical stroke with the surface to 

the left of it damaged. 
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Line 6: For the dotted lambda alpha is also an epigraphic possibility. 
Line 7: The second letter may also be read as pi since only the left vertical and the upper part 

of the right vertical survive. Of the dotted pi only a vertical remains at the left edge of the stoichos. 
Line 8: Of the first letter only the bottom of a vertical can be seen in the lower left corner 

of the stoichos. The dim outline of a triangular letter is visible in the second-last space. It is 
followed by a circular letter which might also be omicron. 

Line 12: The first letter is either rho or phi; only the right half of the loop is preserved just 
inside the break. The dotted alpha may also be lambda since the center is damaged. Only the 
dimmest outline of an epsilon can be made out in front of the clear epsilon near the end of the 
line; it is very uncertain. 

This text apparently deals with relations between Athens and Tenos, which is 
the subject of I.G., 12, 279 (ca. 370-340); 660 A (ca. 325); 466 (307/6); and 
660 B (281/0)." The North Slope fragment does not seem to belong to any of these 
documents, although the shapes of the letters and the spacing are closest to I.G., I2, 
466.64 On these grounds we might assign a tentative date of ca. 325-300 to the new 
decree. In line 6 the nu is certain, thus excluding the possibility of reading 8oaoovs. 
At the end of line 7 ir [atv4a-at rov A l&ov r7i]-e Tqv&Gvt)v seems too short for the space; 
perhaps 4rlaw&V-u & KE RL~ roiS TPE(r/3EL9 rc?]i T)vt va cf. I.G., 112, 466, line 35; 660 B 
line 40. 1 cannot make any sense out of line 12, unless EK [K]Epq[.] e[Ev] is pos- 

sible. The o-vvGi} [Kat] in line 13 may be related in some way to ra o-ivv/3oXa - - -? -a 
iTpas T1vtov9 Ka[1 'AOiqv] acovg in I.G., 12, 466, lines 32-35. 

35 (Plate 32). Small fragment of fine-crystalled, white marble, broken on all sides 
and back. Found on May 26, 1937 in late fill in the northern part of the main area. 

Height, 0.074 m. Width, 0.058 m. Thickness, 0.031 m. 
Height of letters, 0.01 m. 
E.M. 12905 

saec. IV/III a. ITOIX. 

[ ?---]v KcL---?I- 

Line 2: Only the tip of a diagonal has survived in the bottom right corner of the first stoichos. 

A square checker pattern with units of 0.015 m. was used for this stoichedon text. 

63 For brief discussions of these decrees with bibliographies see J. Pecirka, The Formula for 
the Grant of Enktesis in Attic Inscriptions, Prague, 1966, Acta Universitatis Carolinae, Philosophica 
et Historica Monographia, XV, pp. 53-54, 78-79, 93-95. For a fourth-century catalogue of Tenian 
envoys possibly related to one of these decrees see I.G., II2, 2378. 

64I.G., II2, 466 has the same thickness and rough-picked back as the North Slope fragment. 
Its stoichedon spacing is slightly wider with square checker-units of 0.0113 m. 
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36 (Plate 32). Small fragment of fine-crystalled, light gray marble with original 
top surface preserved; broken on all other sides and back. Found on May 10, 1939 
in the Central Area. 

Height, 0.053 m. Width, 0.06 m. Thickness, 0.014 m. 
Height of letters, line 1, 0.016 m.; line 2, 0.01 m. 
E.M. 13402. 

saec. V/IV a.(?) 

[- ? - -- ] Ev [ ? - ] 

Line 2: Only the tip of a horizontal stroke is preserved in the top left corner of the last 
letter-space. 

This fragment comes from the top of an inscription which had a one-line heading 
in letters larger than those in the main body of the text. A possible restoration of 
line 2 would be: [E'80] EV T [ /BovAr8X --- 

The rough tooling of the surface is not unlike that of Hesperia, VII, 1938, 
p. 307, no. 31. 

37 (Plate 32). Small fragment of fine-crystalled, white marble preserving original 
left side; broken on all other sides and back. Found on April 24, 1939 in the Central 
Area. 

Height, 0.085 m. Width, 0.043 m. Thickness, 0.02 m. 
Height of letters, 0.01 m. 
E.M. 13403. 

saec. V/IV a. ITOIX. 

E a[--- ---- --- - --- - - -1 
E [? ] 

[.]vp[?--------------- 

Line 2: Of the second letter only the end of a diagonal stroke survives in the bottom left 
corner of the letter-space. 

The checker-units, as far as they can be determined on so small a piece, are 
0.011 Im., horizontal, and 0.017 m., vertical. 

38 (Plate 32). Small fragment of fine-crystalled, white marble broken on all sides 
and back. Brought into the excavation by children on March 9, 1937. 
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Height, 0.059 m. Width, 0.071 m. Thickness, 0.025 m. 
Height of letters, 0.009 m. 
E.M. 12901. 

saec. IV/III a. ITOIX. 

[ ? ]-irpol-- ? ]-- 
P -----to0[-- -- - - - 

The checker pattern is probably square with units of 0.017 m. but there is very 
little text on which to base one's measurements. The size and spacing of the letters 
are suitable for a public document. 

39 (Plate 34). Small fragment of fine-crystalled, white marble, broken on all sides 
and back. Found on May 13, 1939 near the northern edge of the Central Area. 

Height, 0.082 m. Width, 0.105 m. Thickness, 0.035 m. 
Height of letters, 0.005-0.006 m. 
E.M. 13399. 

saec. IV/III a. ITOIX. 

[?]~~-avr[?I 
[-----] KcL [ ? --] 

[----- -]Kat[----- 

[----]euir[?I---- 
[ ]~-X[ * ]V[- ] 

Line 2: Of the dotted alpha both diagonal strokes are preserved but the surface between them 
is badly worn and there is no trace of a cross-bar. 

Line 3: Just inside the break at the beginning of this line there is the tip of what seems to 
be a slanting stroke. It probably is the end of the bottom diagonal of kappa but this is not certain. 

The checker-units measure ca. 0.012 m. both horizontally and vertically. In line 5 
perhaps [a'p]x[o]v[[rof]. The lettering and spacing probably indicate that this small 
fragment comes from a public document. 

40 (Plate 34). A small fragment of fine-crystalled, white marble broken on all 
sides and back. Found on May 18, 1938 in mixed fill in the main area. 

Height, 0.092 m. Width, 0.044 m. Thickness, 0.028 m. 
Height of letters, 0.008 m. 
E.M. 13016. 

saec. IV/III a. ITOIX. 

[ ]TE[ ] 
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[---][-]E--Ep [-] 
[-]-va[- -] 

[-]----rn4]y[ -----] 
5 [-]av[-] 

Line 1: Of the first letter only the vertical survives; the top is broken away. 

The checker-units are 0.014 m., horizontal, and 0.017 m., vertical. This tiny 
fragment appears to belong to a public document. Perhaps [o-vpirp0]E8p[ot] in line 2. 

41 (Plate 34). Small fragment of fine-crystalled, white marble broken on all sides 
and back. Found on May 2, 1939 in the Central Area. 

Height, 0.088 m. Width, 0.086 m. Thickness, 0.027 m. 
Height of letters, 0.005 m. 
E.M. 13395. 

saec. IV/III a. ITOIX. 

[] --]a-----] 

[?______ ] 'ap&t[- -] 

5 [?ro]v 6EoV K[--] 

[?] i5i---Sv ra rOV[- -] 

[?]--------]------ap -] 

Line 2: Of the first letter only the tip of a diagonal survives in the bottom right corner of 
the space. 

Line 3: In the first stoichos there is the bottom of a vertical stroke which does not extend 
all the way to the bottom of the line. 

Line 4: Alpha and lambda are both possible readings in the fourth stoichos since only the two 
diagonals can be seen. In the last space only the left side of mu can be seen. 

Line 7: In the fifth stoichos the apex remains of a triangular letter above the break. Of the 
final letter there survives the top of a vertical joined by a small piece of a stroke to the rig,ht; i. e. 
beta, gamma, epsilon, pi, or rho. 

A square checker pattern with units of 0.011 m. was used for this stoichedon 
fragment which seems to be from a decree. 

42 (Plate 34). Small fragment of fine-crystalled, blue marble with white streaks; 
original left side preserved, broken on all other sides and back. Found on April 24, 
1939 in mixed fill in the East Area. 

Height, 0.075 m. Width, 0.055 m. Thickness, 0.026 m. 
Height of letters, 0.005-0.006 m. 
E.M. 13406. 
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saec. III a.(?) ITOIX. 

Kat[?I 

EVIEK[a?--------------- 

Kat TO[-? 

ypa,u[arETa?] 

Line 1: The surface to the right of phi is sufficiently preserved to show the bottom of a centered 
vertical. 

Line 3: The bottom horizontal of the second epsilon does not appear to have been cut. 

The checker-units are 0.0083 m., horizontally, and 0.011 m., vertically. Enough 
surface is preserved below line 5 to show that we have the end of the text of this 
decree. The word EVEK[a] in line 3 suggests that the decree was honorary and the 
letters in the last line probably belong to the publication formula. 

43 (Plate 34). Fragment of a stele of fine-crystalled, blue-gray marble preserving 
the left side; broken on all other sides and back. Date and place of finding not 
recorded; brought to the Epigraphical Museum in 1939 with other fragments from 
the 1938 season. 

Height, 0.142 m. Width, 0.048 m. Thickness, 0.058 m. 
Height of letters, 0.005-0.006 m. 
E.M. 12965. 

ca. a. 300-250 a. ITOIX. 

att,[a,re - - -- - - -- - - 

V O[-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -] 

5 7Rv [?- 

cro[-I-_ 
_____ 

Line 8: Only the top of a centered vertical is preserved in the second stoichos. 

A square checker pattern has been used with units of 0.0145 m. This thin sliver 
from the left side of a stele appears to preserve part of a decree but there are too 
few letters preserved to make a restoration credible. The lettering, especially epsilon 
without the middle stroke, probably belongs to the first half of the third century.65 

65 Cf. Kirchner, Imagines, no. 87 (261/0); Hesperia, IX, 1940, p. 352, no. 48 (287-278). 
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44 (Plate 34). Small fragment of fine-crystalled, white marble broken on all sides; 
possibly part of original back preserved. Found on April 24, 1939 in the Central Area. 

Height, 0.12 m. Width, 0.1 12 m. Thickness, 0.05 5 m. 
Height of letters, 0.008 m. 
E.M. 13397. 

saec. IV/III a. ITOIX. 

[ ]Ar1~X-t 7- -_ _ _] 
[ ~~~]PI *ll ]? - --- -- [? ]o[ ? ] 

Line 2: The first preserved letter is either gamma, pi, or rho; the vertical is preserved with 
slight traces of a stroke joining it at the top right. 

As far as they can be determined on so small a piece the checker-units are 
0.017m., horizontally and vertically. The character of this battered fragment is 
uncertain; it may be part of a public document. In line 1 perhaps [r&1 /ov]X'. 

45 (Plate 36). Small fragment of fine-crystalled, white marble broken on all sides 
and back. Found on May 22, 1937 in late fill in the northern part of the main area. 

Height, 0.113 m. Width, 0.078 m. Thickness, 0.036 m. 
Height of letters, 0.006 m. 
E.M. 12921. 

saec. III a.(?) $TOIX. 

[ ? ]Ev o[ ? -I 
I- 

]l (- - -]- - 
_,V0[ [ ?It~~~~~ EL[ ? 

[I --1 ttl [------ 
5 [ ??I 

Line 4: In the first space only the right diagonlal of a triangular letter is preserved. It is 
followed by the bottom half of a centered vertical with the top broken away. 

Line 7: In the upper right corner of the first stoichos there is the top of a vertical stroke; 
eta is also possible. Of tlhe dotted iota only the top of a centered vertical survives; kappa cannot be 
excluded. 

The horizontal checker-unit measures 0.011 m.; the vertical is 0.0125 m. The 
lettering is very sloppy with the central bar of epsilon and the two middle strokes of 
sigma omitted. The fragment appears to come from a public document. 
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46 (Plate 34). Fragment of fine-crystalled, white marble with rough-picked back 
preserved; broken on all other sides. The original surface has been largely removed 
by a later cutting which created a recessed, rectangular ( ?) area. The letters that 
survive are in the thin band to the left of this cutting and below it where the surface 
is very badly worn. Found on April 23, 1937 built into a modern house wall. 

Height, 0.152 m. Width, 0.10 m. Thickness, 0.093 m. 
Height of letters, ca. 0.005 m. 
E.M. 13001. 

saec. III a.(?) ITOIX. 

[ ??] 

[--------]yCav Kca[-? I 
[----- ] aro[------ 

Line 5: Only the apex of a triangular letter is preserved above the break in the first letter- 
space. 

This text has a checker pattern with horizontal units of 0.0113 m. and vertical 
of 0.012 m. The same spacing is found on E.M. 12967, a fragmentary decree from 
the North Slope of the Acropolis published by E. Schweigert in Hesperia, X, 1941, 
pp. 338-339. The size and shape of the letters are identical on both pieces and the 
back surfaces are both rough-picked. Since the thickness of both stones is also the 
same, it is possible that these two fragments are from the same stele. The new piece, 
unfortunately, is too poorly preserved to supply any additional information either 
for E.M. 12967 or for I.G., 12, 672, of which Schweigert recognized E.M. 12967 to 
be a copy. In line 4 perhaps [orparq]qycWv. I.G., I12, 672 cannot be accurately dated, 
although Schweigert and Meritt have suggested 280/79; see Hesperia, IV, 1935, p. 
578; VII, 1938, p. 104. 

47 (Plate 35). Small fragment of fine-crystalled, white marble with the right side 
preserved, broken on all other sides and back. Found on May 8, 1939 in the Central 
Area. 

Height, 0.081 m. Width, 0.086 m. Thickness, 0.033 m. 
Height of letters, 0.007 m. 
E.M. 13404. 

saec. IV a. (?) ITOIX? 
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There is ca. 0.03 m. of uninscribed space above line 1. The- -horizontal and 
vertical spacing is ca. 0.017 m. on centers. This fragment probably comes from a 
public document. 

48 (Plate 36). Small fragment of fine-crystalled, white marble badly discolored 
and broken on all sides and back. Found on May 26, 1937 in a late wall in the 
underground passage. 

Height, 0.079 m. Width, 0.081 m. Thickness, 0.044 m. 
Height of letters, 0.004-0.005 m. 
E.M. 12911 

saec. IV/III a. ITOIX. 

[ ? -] ovs pAo [? - -a ] 
[ ?----- ]~ 6s o,4oic [a- -] 

[___------~-]Evl v 

5 [------- ]as 7T v 

[?] a/3v 

Line 2: At the left edge of the final stoichos there is a vertical stroke; the surface to the right 
of it is gone. 

To the right of the last letter in lines 3-6 there is ca. 0.007 m. of uninscribed 
space. The horizontal checker-units of 0.01 m. are such that if these four spaces 
were inscribed, some trace of letters ought to have survived. It is possible also that we 
have the last letter in both of the first two lines but this is uncertain since the right 
side of the stone is not preserved. For the spacing cf. I.G., 112, 513. 

In line 1 we might restore [r]ov #Xo[vg rov, 'AO-rvaiov]; cf. I.G., 112, 111, line 
33, or [wpbs rov, 'AO'rva1']ov3 0btXo[ rqjuda]. Together with line 2 this phraseology 
indicates that the fragment is from a decree. 

49 (Plate 36). Small fragment of fine-crystalled, white marble broken on all sides 
and back. Only a tiny patch of the badly worn and discolored inscribed surface is 
preserved. Found on April 16, 1937 built into a late wall in the central part of the 
main area. 

Height, 0.112 m. Width, 0.107 m. Thickness, 0.07 m. 
Height of letters, 0.007 m. 
E.M. 13007. 

scec. IV/III a. ITOIX. 

[ ?I &~ [ ?] 
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The size and spacing of the letters probably indicate a public document. As far 
as they can be determined the checker-units are ca. 0.01 m., horizontal, and 0.015 m., 
vertical. 

50 (Plate 35). Small fragment of fine-crystalled, blue-gray marble broken on all 
sides and back. Found on March 30, 1939 in mixed fill near the southern edge of 
the Central Area. 

Height, 0.078 m. Width, 0.09 m. Thickness, 0.045 m. 
Height of letters, 0.008 m. 
E.M. 13400. 

saec. IV/III a. NON-ITOIX. 

[? -- ] (E [?] 
[--- - iavaypd4sat 'o]& T o q t [ou,uaoa y par p arEaq-q-av--- El)rnA] 
[XdttvTt Kcat alvaOE']1vat E<v> aiKp[oXE-?----------- - - - ] 

Line 1: Of the dotted iota only the bottom part of a centered vertical survives. 
Line 4: At the broken bottom edge of the stone there is part of the arc of a circular letter. 

This small fragment preserves part of the formula from the end of a decree in 
which the erection of a stele on the Acropolis is specified. The lettering is very sloppy 
and the nu of E'V in line 3 was omitted. 

51 (Plate 35). Fragment of a stele of fine-crystalled, blue-gray marble with rough- 
picked left side and back preserved, broken on all other sides. Found on May 16, 1939 
in the Central Area. 

This piece joins the left side of E.M. 12727, another North Slope fragment 
published by 0. Broneer in Hesperia, II, 1933, p. 406, no. 24. The combined text 
and dimensions of the two fragments are as follows: 

Height, 0.34 m. Width, 0.29 m. Thickness, 0.145 m. 
Height of letters, 0.005-0.006 m. 
E.M. 13408 + 12727. 

ca. a. 200-150 a. NON-ITOIX. 
ca. 4147 

[. . ] . Bps[?----]I[------aa 
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TEXEL Ka [ra Orr-v E&avro v7 UVa] v av [...ca.,16.. ] 

P Q(& ca. 14 *O * OP Ka[t pt to 1 

5 aprvp 'K [catv aVTr&J ItAeI] ovg r6iiv i [oXtr(Tv, rc'h 8E 8&j.Lo Mr] - 

a&pdov E v [ xa6ptras] xZag acvrro [t8&'vat TO Etl Eavr] - 
ov 0bXotLOV [(.LEPvol] g 'vvv 

eLyaOE [a t TVXEl 8E8OXOaL& Tel ,Bo] - 

VXEt rovs Xax[6vra1s TrpoE3povs E[ls 7Tv vEsTovo-av EKK]- 

li]crav XpXIlkar [ Tcat] irEpt rovlrv, [Iyv6iurqv 8E& cUvu,8dXXEGO]- 

10 [at] T717 /3OVX79 E't[S TO]V A &7qLOV O'Tt 80[KEL TEL /OVXE^t ET]- 

[at] v&t lraTpaTwv [a] T4wwvos 'Ap [ydov Kat orEaPcot aco ]- 

[ov XP]vUt& 0TTE4avdP(0t K [a]T r TOa' o"vv ov apErTqs EVEKa Kai L 

[tXoTr]qtiag TRg Etqg TOV [8] ,.ov TOV 'A[O67vailtWV Kat aVEL7/TEL] 

[Tov car]E4Oavov TovrOV AlOVVCTt&)V TE [rwiV E'v WTTEt KatvOl.t] 

15 [rpayj] ?OL8 . TI9 8' alvay[op]EV(TECEW E [VfltLEx?7()7vat TOVk] 

[ -TpaT] ]qyov'. 8E80r8at 8' [a] VTa t Ka [Z iorOXTEtaV SoKtluacrJ] - 

[OE'VT] Elv r 8tKacTrr'qp Lt KTara r [Nov vo,ov. To0vs & OECr,] - 

[o(ETa] so'Travw ir7pColv 8&K [a] o-Trr [PLOV EL EPa KEat ITEvTaKo] - 

[otiOV] S 8ttKacTaS Eor-ayay [Etv a v'] r V[ 'Flip SOKq.?acrtaaV Kat plr) 'r] - 

20 [ap6oTv] Kat ypaacrOat aVTov [ .................. 22 ] 
[..... .1 Elvat 8 a rck Kai ,Et T [Ov Xotrv 8tarjpovr/Tt mv] 

[Edl Tr)v] 3ovX V Kat Tov 8&to [ v E&vo&aV EvpE(O-ia? Kat] 

[a'XXo a]ya0ov Kaitc Tt/fqOql/v[at ......c.. o .,.. ... ava.. 

[yp6i*faa 8]E' TO8E TO j-bt Tov[a TOP ypa,kaTEa TOV KaTa 'rpvTa] 

25 [v4EtaV EV 7]Tq'XEC t[v]E? [? ------] 

Line 1: Of the first letter only a horizontal stroke survives along the bottom of the space. 
Line 2: A centered vertical stroke broken away at the top can be seen in the first preserved 

space. Above the nu in line 3 there is the bottom of a vertical stroke just below the broken top 
edge of the stone. 

Line 3: The length of the restoration is determined by the space between the two fragments 
at this point, 0.155 m., which leaves room for about seventeen letters. 

Line 5: Only the vertical of the dotted kappa is preserved. Of the last preserved letter only a 
vertical stroke survives at the left edge of the letter-space. 

Line 6: Of the dotted alpha only the bottom tip of the right diagonal survives. 
Line 8: In the last preserved space there is the bottom tip of a vertical stroke just inside the 

break; there is no trace of a joining horizontal but since these two strokes seldom meet the vertical 
of epsilon on this stone, epsilon is a possible reading. 

Line 9: Only the top of a vertical stroke survives in the first preserved letter-space. 
Line 10: The top of the thirteenth letter is broken away. 
Line 11: Of the dotted nu only the tip of a vertical stroke remains in the bottom left corner 

of the letter-space. The second letter of the ethnic is represented only by a vertical stroke; the 
surface to the right of it is broken away. 

Line 14: The tip of a vertical stroke can be seen in the top right corner of the twenty-first space. 
Line 17: The bottom three lines in the smaller fragment, lines 17-19, have been broken off in 

the Museum since 1933 and the miiissing piece has not yet been found. My readings are from 
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Broneer's photograph. Of the dotted tau there is only the left end of an unattached horizontal 
in the top left corner of the space. 

Line 19: In the twenty-sixth space are a horizontal along the top of the letter-space and a 
joining, centered vertical below it. From the photograph I would interpret this as the top of a 
tau rather than a gamma as reported by Broneer. 

Lilne 23: At the right edge of the stone just inside the break a vertical stroke has survived. 

Athenian citizenship and a gold crown are bestowed on Straton, son of Timon, 
by this decree. The letter-forms, in which the cross-bar of alpha, the middle horizontal 
of epsilon, and the dot of theta are all omitted, probably indicate a date in the first 
half of the second century B.C. Broneer's restoration of a non-stoichedon line of ca. 
43-45 letters is now confirmed by the addition of the larger, joining fragment, although 
slight adjustments are necessary at the left margin of his text. The restorations I 
have suggested for the opening six lines must be regarded as exempli grcatia and not 
as definitive. 

Straton's ethnic in line 1 1 is uncertain; see the note on the reading supra p. 198. 
Epigraphically, other short ethnics like At[vtov], A4[vtov], etc. are also possible. For 
both Straton and Timon at Argos see M. Mitsos, 'ApyoXtKi llpoo-co&roypabta, Athens, 
1952, pp. 163-164, 176. H. Pope's suggestion 66 that our line 11 be restored [NiKav8- 
pov] T4u)voZ 'Ap[yEZov], on the evidence of I.G., IJ2, 2315, line 18, must now be 
rejected, but since the date of the latter is " post a. 180," 67 Timon could possibly have 
been the father of both Straton and Nikandros. 

After the first word in line 15 the mason apparently omitted one whole line. 
Broneer pointed to the copulative TE in line 14 as evidence that games at the Pana- 
thenaic and Eleusinian festivals were probably also included in the original formula. 
The omitted words Kait I1avaO-qvatkv Kat 'EXEvotvt'Ov rots yV/LVtKOLt acy&3o-t would have 
occupied the rest of line 15 and the first twelve or fourteen letter-spaces in line 16 
directly under rpaywt8oZs. Since the next clause on the stone begins immediately after 
rpaywt8oZs with r^jg 8' a"Pacy [op] ev'0EWJ9 in line 15 and occupies almost exactly the same 
amount of space as the omitted words, it is possible that the error arose from a 
stone-mason's copy in which the lines of text were laid out exactly as they were to 
be inscribed on the stone. Scribal errors are frequently inexplicable but this one may 
have occurred when the mason skipped down one line in his copy. 

In line 20 there is the beginning of the normal formula in citizenship decrees, 
ypac-6at avrov bvXrjs Kai &rllOV Katc bparptas s av a ovAXrrat. As there is not enough 
room for this whole clause before ElVat in line 21, perhaps part of it was unintentionally 
omitted. 

In line 23 Karaet&S TrV EVEpEyEc0Tv or KaTact6i wv aEVEpYETh)O-Et would fit the 
space; cf. Hesperia, XXX, 1961, pp. 219-220, no. 16, line 3 and I.G., 12, 844, line 28. 

66Non-Athenians in Attic Inscriptions, Dissertation, Columbia University, New York, 1935, 
p. 230. 

67I give Kirchner's date from I.G., II2; Mitsos assigns this inscription to 250-200. 
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52 (Plate 35). Fragment of fine-crystalled, white marble with green, micaceous 
streaks, broken on all sides. The back surface is very rough and probably not 
original. Found on May 27, 1938 in late fill in the main area. 

Height, 0.166 m. Width, 0.11 m. Thickness, 0.041 m. 
Height of letters, 0.01 m. 
E.M. 13011. 

aet. Imp. Rom. NON-]TOIX. 

[------- ~-],Etv E---- 

[------ --]q a 7roAAx [v- - --] 
5 [------- tr 

[____-----] avayKT) [- ? 

? ] 6'r [ ?]t r[ 
[---------] VKT [------] 

10 [- ??I ------ ]B[ ----- 

Line 1: Of the first letter only the tip of a diagonal has survived in the lower right corner of 
the space. It is followed by a horizontal along the bottom of the next space which is joined at 
the left by a diagonal; delta is also a possible reading. 

Line 4: Only the end of the right diagonal of the first letter can be seen in the bottom 
right corner of the space. 

Line 8: Of the dotted tau onlly a horizontal stroke survives at the top of the letter-space. 
Line 10: At the bottom of the stone where the surface is damaged there appears to be the dim 

outline of eta. 

The shape and arrangement of the letters suggest that this fragment may be 
from an Imperial letter; cf. pov' in line 7. In line 4 perhaps 'Az6XXoA [v] and in line 7 
[ a-pa ] ytq. 

53 (Plate 36). Small fragment of fine-crystalled, white marble broken on all sides 
and back. Found on April 8, 1937 in late fill in the southern section of the main area. 

Height, 0.068 m. Width, 0.042 m. Thickness, 0.022 m. 
Height of letters, 0.017 m. 
E.M. 13028. 

aet. Imp. Rom. 

[ ?---- ]ev[ ?----] 
- TrE -] 
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Line 2: Only the top of a vertical has survived in the first letter-space and the stone to the 
left is broken away. 

The size, shape, and spacing of the letters, plus the identical dressing of the 
inscribed surface, all indicate that this tiny fragment comes from I.G., IJ2, 1076, a 
decree in honor of Julia Domna as Athena Polias, of which sixteen fragments have 
already been published, two from the North Slope excavations.68 Our new piece does 
not make a physical join with any of the known fragments nor does it preserve 
enough text to assign it to a specific place in this large stele. It will be designated 
Fragment u, see infra p. 203. 

Study of this small piece led to the discovery of four more fragments in the 
Epigraphical Museum from the same decree. All four belong to the top of the stele 
and supply new evidence about the beginning of the decree. All are hitherto unpub- 
lished and I am greatly indebted to Mrs. Peppas-Delmouzou and to the Greek 
Archaeological Service for permission to include them in this report. 

One of the new fragments, E.M. 12990, was found in the North Slope excava- 
tions on April 14, 1937 east of the Church of the Savior. A second, E.M. 5700, 
was found on the Acropolis but the Epigraphical Museum Inventory has no further 
information. The finding places of E.M. 3813 and 5029 are not recorded in the 
Museum Inventory. All four fragments are 0.07 m. thick and have the smoothly 
polished back surface that is characteristic of this stele. 

In order to facilitate future reference to the many scattered pieces of this 
inscription I offer a new numbering of the fragments in which the errors in the 
Corpus numbering are corrected 69 and the new fragments published by J. H. Oliver 
and infra are included. See Figure 2 and Plate 36.70 

Fragment a (E.M. 5029). 
Fragments b (E.M. 12990)+c (E.M. 3813)+d (E.M. 5700). 
Fragments e (E.M. 8369)+f (E.M. 8370)+g (E.M. 8375)+h (E.M. 8373) 

+i (E.M. 8379)+j (E.M. 8374). 
Fragments k (Agora I 5680) +1 (E.M. 8376) +rn (E.M. 12751). 
Fragments n (E.M. 4646)+o (E.M. 8371)+p (E.M. 3490)+q (E.M. 8377) 

+r (E.M. 8372). 
Fragment s (E.M. 3144). 

68 See the revised editions by 0. Broneer, Hesperia, IV, 1935, pp. 178-184, and J. H. Oliver, 
H.S.C.P., Supplementary vol. I, Athenian Studies Presented to William Scott Ferguson, Cambridge, 
Mass., 1940, pp. 521-530. The latter has valuable photographs, bibliography, and apparatus criticus. 

69 Cf. 0. Broneer, Hesperia, IV, 1935, p. 179, note 4. 
70 In Plate 36 Fragment k from the Agora is not shown; for its position see the photograph and 

drawing published by J. H. Oliver, op. cit. The floating Fragments s, t, and u are also not shown 
on Plate 36. 
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Fragment t (E.M. 12731). 
Fragment u (E.M. 13028). 

The four new fragments are as follows: 

Fragment a (Plate 36). 

Part of original top and smoothly polished back preserved; broken on all 
other sides. This fragment comes from the top center of the stele and preserves part 
of a pediment in low relief in the center of which is inscribed a plain circle. 

Height, 0.228 m. Width, 0.213 m. Thickness, 0.07 m. 
Height of letters, 0.033 m. 
E.M. 5029. 

Fragments b+c+d (Plate 36). 

Three joining fragments from the top right corner of the stele; part of original 
top, right side, and smoothly polished back preserved. Right corner of pediment 
preserved in low relief with akroterion above. 

Height, 0.37 m. Width, 0.277 m. Thickness, 0.07 m. 
Height of letters, line 1, 0.029 m., line 2, 0.015 m., lines 3-6, 0.017 m. 
E.M. 12990+3813+5700. 

['AyaO>]rt [TV]xrnt 

[?]------- ---- latEvS EIVEV 

[ ? _ _ _ _ _---A]V'ro[K]paro [p. .] 

[-------------]av . 

Line 1: These two words are carved in the pediment, one on each side of the central circle. The 
two final letters of the first word are slightly larger than the corresponding letters of [Tv'] X. 
Of the dotted chi only the tip of a finial survives at the top of the line inside the break. 

Line 2: This line is inscribed in the band which marks the bottom of the pediment and is set 
off by two grooves from the lines above and below it. Directly below the eta of [A'yaG] alt there are 
faint traces of two or perhaps three letters. Only the tops have survived and the readings are 
extremely doubtful. Of the first such letter part of a horizontal stroke can be seen in the top 
right corner of the space. It is joined at its right enid by a vertical stroke or a serif which extends 
below it for ca. 0.003 m. before the stone breaks off; possible readings are gamma, epsilon, xi, signma, 
or tau. In the next letter-space there are the tops of two vertical strokes spaced ca. 0.012 m. 
apart; they could belong to eta or even to two separate letters. These traces lie ca. 0.34 m. from 
the restored left side of thie stele but there are too many variables in the way of estimating their 
exact position in the line. If we could assume that there was at the beginning of the line an unin- 
scribed space of 0.05 m. corresponding to the space after ebrEq' and if the letters of line 2 were 
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evenly spaced throughout, then on the basis of the spacing in the preserved part of the line we 
could estimate the total number of letters in the line at ca. 56 and also place the uncertain traces 
on Fragment a roughly in the twentieth letter-space. But these criteria cannot be regarded as 
binding. Of the final letter a break has removed all but the left vertical. 

Line 4: Of the first letter only the tip of a stroke survives in the bottom right corner of the 
space; epsilon is only one of several possibilities. 

Line 6: The unattached end of a horizontal can be seen in the top right corner of the space. 
Of the next letter there is the top part of a vertical joined at the right by a horizontal along the 
top of the space; gamma, epsilon, and pi are the likeliest readings. 

Fragment a can be placed in its correct lateral position in the stele on the basis 
of the centered relief circle and the pediment preserved above line 2. The angle and 
the dimensions of the pediment confirm Broneer's determination of the width of the 
stele as ca. 0.85 m. and show that his length of line of ca. 36-44 letters is correct. 
Since neither Fragment a nor Fragments b+c+d can be joined to Fragment e, which 
lies closer to the top than any of its fellows, there is still a lacuna of indeterminate 
height between line 6 and the topmost line of Fragment e. The original stele was at 
least 1.75 m. high. 

A. von Premerstein established that this decree must be dated after 196 when 
Julia Domna received the title mater castrorum.7" It has also long been recognized 
that our stele carries an amended version of an earlier decree. The proposer of the 
original decree is named in line 10: 'EXin&8- [opog ...... ] d8ov IlaXAqvE [v5] ,72 and two 
fragments of this earlier document have been found in the Agora Excavations.73 
Unfortunately, the identity of the proposer of our amended version still remains 
obscure, the final letters of his demotic [------] atEv in line 2 supplying the 
only clue.74 The Emperor in line 3 is probably Septimius Severus and since the 
second omicron is certain, one of the oblique cases is to be restored. In line 3 perhaps 
'XEl 'e[ovo-iav] or some form of ey'o; cf. line 37 and Hesperia, XXXIII, 1964, 

p. 200, no. 52, line 4. 

RONALD S. STROUD 
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY. 

71 See line 23. [rit url]pt r6iv orrpaToTrE8wv. Jahreshefte, XVI, 1913, p. 254. 
72 In Hesperia, XXVIII, 1959, p. 285. A. G. Woodhead suggested that the patronymic be 

restored as ['A-KXArL] ?aov. 
73J. H. Oliver, Hesperia, X, 1941, pp. 84-85, no. 36, and B. D. Meritt, XXXIII, 1964, pp. 

200-201, no. 52. Cf. S.E.G., XXI, 504, where, however, only the text of the second fragment is 
reprinted. 

7 If Broneer's restoration of lines 9-10 is correct, [o rVVnE]pyo's yov T7S ' [7rtLuEAAqjt'] as, the 
proposer of our decree was, or had been, an Epimeletes. On the several officers with this title in 
Roman Athens see D. J. Geagan, Hesperia, Supplement XII, 1967, pp. 117-121. Only three of the 
many Epimeletai collected by Geagan have demotics which fit the traces in our line 2, but all are 
too early in date; I.G., II2, 2877; 3268; S.E.G., XXIII, 112. 
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